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ABSTRACT

With the rapid increase in publicly available information, plagiarism is an increasingly
important problem. Checking for plagiarism, however, can be a tedious job. To sup-
port society with plagiarism detection, automated plagiarism detectors were developed.
Intrinsic plagiarism detectors compare passages of text within the document itself. In-
corporating text of other authors might lead to `unnatural' deviations in writing style
within the document. The goal of intrinsic plagiarism detection is to detect these devi-
ations.

In this thesis, the writing style is expressed by 19 feature distributions. The main
innovation of the present study is the comparison of writing style feature distributions
using a statistical hypothesis test, which is uncommon in intrinsic plagiarism detection
but could give valuable insight into plagiarism.

The feature distribution of a chunk of sequential sentences is compared to the feature
distribution of the rest of the document. The result is a vector of 19 probabilities
that the feature distribution of a chunk and the feature distribution of the rest of the
document come from a similar population. The idea is that feature distributions from
non-plagiarized chunks resemble the feature distribution of the document.

It is assumed that most text of a document is non-plagiarized text so that non-plagiarized
text is more similar to the rest of the document than text written by another author.
A naive Bayes classi�er is trained to detect chunks with more than 50% of the text
plagiarized.

Several features showed more variation and a di�erent average feature distribution for
chunks of plagiarized text than for chunks of non-plagiarized text. The average similarity
(p-value) of the chunks consisting of plagiarized text was lower than for chunks consisting
of non-plagiarized text. The variation in p-value was, however, high. Together with a
highly imbalanced data set, this resulted in poor performance of the individual features.
The set of 19 features, however, resulted in a performance that was higher than a
plagiarism detector randomly assigning classes with a speci�ed probability. In fact,
with a plagdet score of 0.21, the plagiarism detector scored second highest compared to
implementations of the PAN'11 competition of intrinsic plagiarism detection.

This study mainly focused on the methods and not on feature creation. Therefore,
better features might improve the performance, especially if the writing style of an
author can be captured in smaller chunks. Furthermore we found that permutation tests
showed better performance on a small data set than the regular statistical hypothesis
tests. More experiments are needed to determine whether the suggested improvements
increase performance.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 What is textual plagiarism?

Plagiarism can be described as using ideas of someone else and to present them as
original ideas. In other words, textual plagiarism can be described as text reuse without
referencing the source of the text properly.

With the notion of authorship of written texts, the problem of textual plagiarism ap-
peared. The increasing number of publicly available documents form a large source of
easily accessible information. Plagiarism is an increasingly important problem, espe-
cially at universities [24]. This problem is described by Clough [5] as follows:

�Plagiarism is considered a problem because it not only infringes upon exist-
ing ownership, but also deceives the reader and misrepresents the originality
of the current author...�. �In education, students may plagiarise to gain a
quali�cation; academics to gain popularity and status. If a plagiarism re-
lationship exists between two texts, it suggests that the texts exhibit some
degree of intertextuality, which would not appear between them if indepen-
dently written.�

Committing plagiarism is not always intentional. Park summarizes the following inten-
tional and unintentional reasons why students plagiarize [26, p. 479]:

� Genuine lack of understanding

� E�ciency gain

� Time management

� Personal values/attitudes

� De�ance

� Students' attitudes towards teachers and class

� Denial or neutralization
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� Temptation and opportunity

� Lack of deterrence

Park describes the �genuine lack of understanding� as follows: �some students plagiarise
unintentionally, when they are not familiar with proper ways of quoting, paraphrasing,
citing and referencing and/or when they are unclear about the meaning of `common
knowledge' and the expression `in their own words'.� [26, p. 479]. This is illustrated by
an article of Pecorari, which describes the struggles and intentions people have when
writing an academic text in their second-language [28].

Maurer, Kappa, and Zaka provide a list of plagiarism methods [24]. This list includes
types of text reuse as well as ways of wrong reference to the source of the text. The
present study is focused on the detection of text reuse, from which the following types
are acknowledged by Maurer et al. [24]

� Text copied from another source

� Paraphrased text

� Text with similar content that is not common knowledge

� Translated text

As an example take the following original sentence:

�It is not always easy to detect plagiarism.�

The whole sentence or just a part of the sentence can be copied verbatim. Another way
of text reuse is paraphrasing text by changing the order of words or sentences or by
replacing words with synonyms. An example of a paraphrase of the original sentence is:

�Unpermitted reuse of ideas is not always easy to detect�.

Furthermore, an opinion or concept can be written down as an original idea while it is
not. Although the text may be di�erent from the source, the idea may be similar. It is
possible that text from a document in a di�erent language is translated. The translation
may be paraphrased or can be performed by translating the text word for word.

Detection of cases of plagiarism could help to reduce the problem of plagiarism because
people can be corrected and work containing plagiarism can be excluded from publi-
cation. To support society with plagiarism detection, automated plagiarism detectors
were developed [24].
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1.2 Plagiarism detection

Checking for cases of plagiarism is not a straightforward challenge. It is di�cult to
de�ne a measure of plagiarism that can be applied to all the types of text reuse as
described in section 1.1.

The �rst and most successful method of plagiarism detection is external plagiarism de-
tection. External plagiarism detection is detection of plagiarism by comparing parts
of text from one document to parts of text from other documents that are stored in
a database. The idea is that parts of text that show high similarity with other doc-
uments from the database are probably plagiarized. This way, the possible source of
the text can be found. External plagiarism detectors require maintenance of a database
containing numerous documents. Such a database can vary from a private database of
documents to all documents available on the internet. A (web) search engine might help
to execute quick searches for similar text. It is however di�cult to measure plagiarism
quantitatively. This is one reason why plagiarism detection is not fully automated to
date.

Another method of plagiarism detection is template matching. Template matching is
the comparison of data of an unknown source to a template of a known source. Such
a template can be based on the writing style of several texts of a speci�c author. The
more documents of one author, the better the representation of the writing style and
variation in writing style. Text can be compared to the template to identify or verify
the author of that text, assuming that the author of the document in question did
not deliberately change his or her writing style. When the writing style template of a
claimed author of a text does not match the writing style of the text, the text might be
written by someone else. In terms of a biometric system, this means that the author is
not veri�ed. Besides comparing the writing style to a template of an author, the writing
style of a text can be matched to other types of templates to extract other details such
as gender or age [35]. These so-called author pro�ling techniques gives insight into the
creation of writing style templates and how to use them for plagiarism detection.

Sometimes a template of the writing style of an author is not available. In that case,
parts of text can be compared to the rest of the document. Detection of suspicious
parts of text by comparing it to the rest of the document is called intrinsic plagiarism
detection because apart from the document itself, no other documents are used. Because
no external documents are used, detecting plagiarism in an intrinsic way will not lead
to the original source of a plagiarized part of text.

In this study, suspicious parts of text are detected based on the used writing style.
Therefore, a part of text will be called suspicious when the writing style deviates in an
unnatural way from the rest of the text. It is, however, not obvious whether a deviation
in writing style is natural or not. Because the writing style of a plagiarized part of
text is speci�c for plagiarism in one document while at the same time it is speci�c for
original text in another document, there is no universal writing style of plagiarized text.
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Instead, plagiarism could be described by deviations in writing style [44].

The writing style is quanti�ed by characteristic features of the text. The term �writing
style� is not used in a strict sense in this study. Because the goal is to detect parts of
text that deviate from the document, the writing style features include features that are
document speci�c and not author speci�c. Since the detections will not be backed by
providing the source of the text, the detections will be suspicions and not hard evidence
of plagiarism.

Biometric implementations on writing style using hand-written texts [4, 38, 37], often
use physical features of the document such as strokes, size, and ink type. These imple-
mentations are useful to detect whether a claimed author or multiple authors physically
wrote a text. Nowadays, many text documents are standardized digital texts (e.g. stan-
dard fonts, standard color). This is why physical features are not useful for plagiarism
detection of digital documents.

In contrary to physical features, the non-physical features of writing style (e.g. the
lexicon, syntax, punctuation, format of a text) of a document can be used to detect
suspicious parts of digital text. When the text of a source is copied, it might be that
besides the text, the writing style is copied as well. Automated intrinsic plagiarism
detectors are covered in more detail in chapter 2.

Manual plagiarism detection often is performed in two steps:

1. Finding suspicious parts of text

2. Backing the suspicion by searching for similar text from a di�erent source

Intrinsic plagiarism detection can be seen as step 1 from manual detection of plagiarism
and external plagiarism detection can be seen as step 2. This study is aimed at intrinsic
plagiarism detection.

1.3 Problem description

Automated intrinsic plagiarism detection is a �eld with various experimental heuris-
tics [11, 42, 25]. The performance of a plagiarism detector is often expressed in recall
and precision. The recall of a plagiarism detector is the ratio of plagiarism that is cor-
rectly detected. The precision of a plagiarism detector is the ratio of detections that are
correctly detected. When both recall and precision are high, the detections can be used
to decide whether illegal text reuse has been performed. Intrinsic plagiarism detection is
a task at PAN1, the leading competition on plagiarism detection [10, 29, 30, 13, 32, 31].

1PAN is an evaluation lab on uncovering plagiarism, authorship, and social software misuse. In 2009 and
2011 it included a competition on intrinsic plagiarism detection. In 2010 only one contestant applied
to the intrinsic plagiarism detection competition. It is part of the CLEF conference since 2010. See:
http://pan.webis.de/.
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The exact de�nitions of the performance measures used in the PAN competition can
be found in section 5.5. The best performing intrinsic plagiarism detector of PAN'09
had a precision of 14% and recall of 41% [10]. The best performing intrinsic plagiarism
detector of PAN'11 had a precision of 31% and a recall of 43% [30]. Given the fact that
the precision of the winning detector of PAN'11, is twice as high as the winning detector
of PAN'09, it seems that research in intrinsic plagiarism detection is still fruitful nowa-
days. Nevertheless, the performance of intrinsic plagiarism detection is low compared to
external plagiarism detection [25]. How can better performance be achieved? To answer
this question, possible performance-limiting factors of intrinsic plagiarism detectors will
be discussed �rst.

To detect plagiarism intrinsically, a chunk (i.e. number of sequential sentences) is com-
pared to the rest of the document, or chunks are compared to each other. Features that
deviate too much from the rest of the document, are suspicious when they have been
proven to be stable for text written by a single author. Among popular features for
intrinsic plagiarism detection [44] are features that have a single feature value per part
of analyzed text (e.g. a mean of feature values, frequency of a single value, readability
scores). Where the mean of a feature value might be capable to measure the writing
style used in a small part of text, a readability score, which measures the level of easiness
of reading a text, is developed to measure the writing style of text �ranging from a few
pages up to book size� [44].

Other features measure complete feature distributions (e.g. word frequency, character
n-grams). Frequency distributions are handled di�erently and contain more information
than single valued features, which is explained next.

An example of a feature that measures the feature distributions is the word length.
The word length has discrete values. Figure 1.1 shows an example distribution of word
lengths of a document. The mean (µ) of the distribution is indicated by the red vertical
line.

Fig. 1.1: Histogram of 2500 word lengths, µ = 5.

Apart from the mean, the distribution also contains information about the number of
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observations and the shape of the distribution. Assume that �g. 1.1 shows the distri-
bution of word lengths of a document. Figure 1.2a shows the distribution of a random
sample of 10 word length observations from the word length observations of the doc-
ument. These distributions are not very similar to each other. Figure 1.2 illustrates
that by increasing the size of the random sample (i.e. the number of observations), the
distributions of the sample and its population (�g. 1.1) become more similar. In other
words, the distribution of a sample converges towards the population's distribution by
increasing the sample size.

(a) Histogram of 10 word lengths, µ =
4.5.

(b) Histogram of 1000 word lengths,
µ = 5.0.

Fig. 1.2: Histograms of word lengths for two samples of di�erent sizes. The red vertical line indicates the
mean.

The mean of a value has the disadvantage that it does not include other moments
of a distribution of a feature such as variance, skew, and curtosis, while the feature
distribution of word length does. Figure 1.3 shows two histograms of 10 word lengths
with a mean of 4.5. Although the means are similar, the feature distributions are not.
By using feature distributions instead of single-valued features, the shape of the feature
distribution, which might be author speci�c, can be included in the comparison.

Because the mean is just one aspect of the shape of a feature distribution it is likely
that the mean converges with less observations to the mean of the population than the
complete feature distribution would converge, making it more robust for small samples.
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(a) Histogram of 10 word lengths, µ =
4.5.

(b) Histogram of 10 word lengths, µ =
4.5.

Fig. 1.3: Histograms of word lengths for two samples of equal sizes. The red vertical line indicates the
mean.

Instead of a discrete feature like word length, categorical features might be used. An
example of a categorical feature is the number of verbs present in a text. Two categorical
distributions of two parts of text can be compared by comparing the proportions of the
observed di�erent feature values between the two distributions (e.g. with normalization
of a vector [42], cosine measure [16]).

Intrinsic plagiarism detection is the comparison of a part of text to the rest of the
document. Therefore, features alone are not enough to detect plagiarism. The feature
values of a part of text are compared to the rest of the document or another part of
the document. The result of the comparison is de�ned by the similarity measure. A
similarity measure measures how similar two parts of text are. Multiple features of two
parts of text can be compared at once, resulting in one similarity value, or the features
can be compared one by one, resulting in as many similarity values as features. Such
a similarity measure can be as simple as the di�erence of two feature values for single-
valued features. For feature distributions, the cosine angle between two vectors can be
used. More complex measures also exist [16], but will not be discussed in this thesis.
On the basis of the measures similarity value(s), the document is checked for writing
style deviations.

The main innovation of the present study is the comparison of feature distributions
using a statistical hypothesis test, which is uncommon in intrinsic plagiarism detection
but could give valuable insight into plagiarism. The result of the comparison is the
probability that two feature distributions are samples from the same population. These
statistical hypothesis tests take into account the number of observations, so that larger
deviations are less conclusive for data derived from few observations than for data
derived from many observations. The feature distributions represent the writing style
used in a part of text and the population represents the writing style of the author for
that document. The obtained similarity values are used as features for a classi�er. The
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classi�er learns which combinations of similarity values are typical for plagiarism. A
good similarity measure therefore is a measure that discriminates between plagiarized
and original text. The goal of the present study is to determine if feature distributions,
and in particular the similarity measure, can be used to detect plagiarism.

1.4 Research questions

As described in section 1.3, feature distributions contain more information than single
valued features. The drawback is that many observations are needed before a feature
distribution with many possible feature values resemble its population. This is why
the use of feature distributions requires the comparison of larger parts of texts than for
features that converge quickly, such as the mean. Whether the extra information stored
in a feature distribution is more valuable than the possibility to compare shorter parts
of text has to be investigated. Because the use of multiple feature value distributions
is unique for the �eld of intrinsic plagiarism detection, it is interesting to investigate
whether such an implementation works.

Research question 1. Is it feasible to create a feature distribution based intrinsic
plagiarism detector with comparable performance as other intrinsic plagiarism detectors?

The focus of this study does not lie on feature creation and selection but on the feature
distributions and the similarity measure. The performance of the plagiarism detector
will be heavily dependent on the suitability of feature distributions and the suitability
of the chosen method to compare di�erent feature distributions.

Research question 1.1. How well does the use of feature distributions lend itself for
plagiarism detection?

The comparison of feature distributions results in similarity values. These similarity
values need to contain the similarity in writing style to be of practical use. Which
similarity measure is applicable, depends on the assumptions with respect to the model
of plagiarism and the feature value distributions. Whether the similarity measure leads
to good results of plagiarism detection has to be investigated.

Research question 1.2. Can we de�ne a similarity measure that is well suited for
feature distribution-based intrinsic plagiarism detection?

To answer these questions, the theory and existing implementations of automated pla-
giarism detection are described in chapter 2. Chapter 3 describes the model of plagiarism
that our plagiarism detector is based on. Chapter 4 describes the implementation of our
plagiarism detector. The results of the plagiarism detector are given in chapter 5. In
chapter 6, the performance of several possible implementation variations are explored.
The consequences of the results to the �eld of plagiarism detection and other �elds
and suggestions for improvements on automated plagiarism detection are described in
chapter 7.
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Chapter 2

Theoretical Background

The detection of plagiarism requires several processing steps. The exact processing
steps depend on the implementation. Remember that the idea is that the writing style
of plagiarized parts of text have an increased chance on deviation in writing style.
Figure 2.1 shows a diagram of intrinsic plagiarism detection. These processing steps
will be covered in this chapter, starting with the feature extraction and ending with
the classi�cation. Together with the description of the processing steps, examples of
intrinsic plagiarism detection implementations are described.

Fig. 2.1: General processes in the context of intrinsic plagiarism detection.

2.1 Feature extraction

Fig. 2.2: Feature extraction (in black) in the context of intrinsic plagiarism detection.

A feature is de�ned as �a prominent part or characteristic�1. In machine learning, a
feature is a variable that measures the characteristic. Examples of features of a text
are the words itself, the word length, or the font. The process of determining the exact

1http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/feature; visited on: 9/29/2014.
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values of the features of a text is called feature extraction. The feature extraction part
of the process is shown in black in �g. 2.2. The feature values are a representation
(�ngerprint) of a text. Passages of documents can be converted to �ngerprints and
compared to each other [16, 43]. The idea is that �ngerprints of the same object, or in
case of intrinsic plagiarism detection, the same author, are very similar. This is why the
feature values should be stable for the speci�c author. To support that the �ngerprint
is unique for an author, there should be variation in the feature values among di�erent
authors.

In biometrics, features are often stable over time. For a biological �ngerprint, for ex-
ample, the friction ridges and therefore also the major features (minutia) do not change
over time. Because a set of minutia is unique for each person, an exact copy of a �n-
gerprint intrinsically belongs to the same person. When a biological �ngerprint is very
similar to another �ngerprint, the di�erences could be caused by an imprecise protocol
of feature extraction or imprecise measures. Because the data of digital texts is already
digital and it is processed digitally in an automated way, the features can be extracted
without having any variance caused by imprecision. Unfortunately the relevant features
for writing style of digital texts are not as stable over time as a biological �ngerprint.
Besides the variation in writing style over time, there is also variation in writing style
over the scope of a text. The variation over time can be neglected when the writing of
the text did not take long. The variation in writing style over the scope of a text makes
it di�cult to create a stable template. This is why intrinsic plagiarism detection cannot
be handled like a regular biometric implementation.

Intrinsic plagiarism detection is often based on the writing style of an author [51, 5].
Determining the author of a text by writing style is called stylometry or style analy-
sis [51, 47, 18]. Table 2.1 shows a list of four groups of stylometric features used by
di�erent implementations of plagiarism detection. This table is a modi�ed version of a
table by Stein et al. [44]. For a fair comparison of texts of di�erent lengths, the features
should be independent of the text length. Such a feature can be a feature that measures
the proportions of the observed frequency of the di�erent categories of a categorical
feature, the mean of an ordinal/interval feature, or another feature that converges when
the text is long enough.

Features that measure word characteristics of a text are called lexical features, such
as character n-grams [42]; number of words per sentence [50]; number of di�erent
words [50]; number of short words [50]; number of syllables per word; word frequency;
topic models.

Syntactic features measure the sentence structure, such as the frequency of punctua-
tions [50]; the frequency of function words [50]; and part-of-speech n-grams [20].

Structural features can be used to compare the structural lay-out of a part of documents,
such as the number of sentences per paragraph. This is not applicable when small parts
of text are compared.
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Table 2.1: Stylometric features

Stylometric feature

Lexical features Character frequency

(character based) Character n-gram frequency/ratio

Frequency of special characters

Compression rate

Lexical features Average word length

(word based) Average sentence length

Average number of syllables per word

Word frequency

Word n-gram frequency/ratio

Number of hapax legomena

Number of hapax dislegomena

Dale-Chall index

Flesch Kincaid grade level

Gunning Fog index

Honore's R measure

Sichel's S measure

Yule's K measure

Type-token ratio

Average word frequency class

Syntactic features Part-of-speech

Part-of-speech n-gram frequency/ratio

Frequency of function words

Frequency of punctuations

Structural features Average paragraph length

Indentation

Use of greetings and farewells

Use of signatures
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2.2 Outlier detection between chunks

Assuming that authors have a consistent writing style, outliers (i.e. chunks that deviates
from most other chunks) are considered as possibly plagiarized. One way of detecting
outliers is by means of one-class classi�cation as shown in �g. 2.3.

Fig. 2.3: One-class classi�cation (in black) in the context of intrinsic plagiarism detection.

A one-class classi�er (also called outlier detector) is a classi�er that is trained on exclu-
sively the target class (i.e. data of only one class is used for training) [46]. The decision
boundary is formed in such a way that it maximizes the number of target instances
within the decision boundary while minimizing the feature space of the target class [46]
(shown in �g. 2.4a). This decision boundary can be used to classify new instances
(shown in �g. 2.4b). Having only one target class is useful when not there are not
enough examples to represent each class, for example because data of a speci�c class is
sparse or when the feature space is too large. This is the case for plagiarism detection
by writing style features [44].

(a) One-class classi�cation by
means of two features. The
decision boundary is based on
the training data where �X� is a
target �O� is an outlier.

(b) One-class classi�cation by
means of two features. Chunks
(represented by black dots) with
feature values that lie within the
decision boundary are labeled as
original text, while chunks with
feature values that lie outside the
decision boundary are labeled as
plagiarized text.

Fig. 2.4: One-class classi�cation

The idea behind an intrinsic plagiarism detector is that the writing style of chunks that
originate from the same author are similar. In other words, when each of n features
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is seen as an axis of an n-dimensional space (i.e. feature space), the feature values of
those chunks will lie close to each other. This information can be used as heuristic for
a one-class classi�er. Since the outliers are parts of text (partly) written by (several)
other authors, outliers will lie less organized within the feature space and may lie spread
out over a large part of the feature space.

Assuming that original text of a document is written by a single author, the writing
style of chunks of original text will lie close to each other in feature space. Once the
features of a few chunks of original text are known, it is predictable where new chunks
of original text approximately will lie. This is why the class of original chunks is a good
target class.

The writing style of chunks originating from a single plagiarized author might also lie
close to each other in feature space. Since each plagiarized author could have his or her
own writing style, it is not predictable where new chunks of plagiarized text will lie in
feature space. This makes it di�cult to represent the entire class of the writing style
of plagiarized authors. This is why the class of plagiarized chunks is not a good target
class and should be seen as outliers.

Although chunks of original text have the same writing style within a document, they
have di�erent writing styles between di�erent documents. A classi�er should not learn
the writing style of original text, but rather the characteristics of the group of chunks
within a document that are labeled as original (e.g. size of the decision boundary).
Another possibility is to use heuristics about the characteristics of the two di�erent
groups to be able to make a classi�cation. This is what the intrinsic plagiarism detector
of Stein, Lipka, and Prettenhofer [44] is based on. This implementation is described
next.

2.2.1 Density-based plagiarism detection

Stein, Lipka, and Prettenhofer [44] describe an automatic plagiarism detector based on
a one-class classi�er using a density method. First, a document is split into several
chunks of the same size, after which several features of these chunks are extracted.

When the features of the training data are extracted, for every single feature, a Gaussian
is �t through the feature values of a feature except the highest and lowest values. The
feature distribution of the original author is estimated with a Gaussian distribution
since the fraction of outliers is assumed to be small compared to all sections.

The style features with values that exceed the Gaussian distribution with two times
the standard deviation are �tted as uniform distributions. The data of the plagiarized
author is estimated with a uniform distribution since the outliers can stem from di�er-
ent authors. These two di�erent distributions are used for classi�cation chunks. The
classi�cation is done using Bayes' rule [23].
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If there is no information about the priors of the classes, i.e. it is not known how
much text of a document can be expected to be plagiarized, the priors are set to equal
values. With the assumption that the features are conditionally independent, Naive
Bayes classi�cation [14] can be used to integrate the chances of all the di�erent features
into one classi�cation as follows:

H = argmax
S∈{St,So}

P (S) ·
m∏
i=1

P (xi(s)|S) (2.1)

where xi(s) denotes the value of feature i for a section s, St denotes the event that a
section s is not plagiarized (target), and So denotes the event that section s is plagiarized
(outlier).

The features that fall outside the uncertainty intervals of 1.0σ−2.0σ are ignored, i.e. not
used in a naive Bayes implementation to determine whether the chunk is an outlier
or not. The maximum likelihood estimator will classify new examples as targets or
outliers, where targets are classi�ed as non-plagiarized texts and outliers are classi�ed
as plagiarized texts.

Since according to the authors: �...plagiarism detection technology should avoid the an-
nouncement of wrongly claimed plagiarism at all costs...�, they post-process the targets
and outliers [44]. They describe that this can be done by so-called unmasking. This is
done by �rst training a model that separates the targets from the outliers. Once this
model is trained, the most discriminative features with respect to the trained model are
eliminated. The trained model is used to classify the chunks based on their impaired
representations (i.e. without the most discriminative features). If the set of classi�ed
targets and classi�ed outliers is similar to the sets classi�ed based on the non-impaired
representations, it is assumed that the sets are from di�erent authors. When they are
not similar, it is assumed that the sets are from one author. The idea is that by elimi-
nation of the most discriminative features, �one approaches step by step the distinctive
and subconscious manifestation of an author's writing style� [44].

2.3 Classi�cation based on deviations between a chunk

and the document

Instead of outlier detection between the chunks of a document, each chunk can be
compared to the document. Chunks that deviate too much from the document are
classi�ed as plagiarism. This is the method that the plagiarism detector as proposed in
this study uses. The general characteristics and issues of this method are explained next,
followed by two examples of speci�c implementations in section 2.3.1 and section 2.3.2.
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Fig. 2.5: Measuring similarity in writing style of text (in black) in the context of intrinsic plagiarism
detection.

First, it is described how the deviation can be measured (see �g. 2.5). Instead of dis-
tance measures, the inverse might be used, so that the value increases when the distance
decreases (e.g. cosine similarity [39], term frequency-inverse document frequency [48],
identity measures [16]). Because it has to be determined whether a chunk has the same
writing style as the writing style of the claimed author, a template of the claimed author
is necessary. Since a template is not available beforehand for the task of intrinsic plagia-
rism detection, a template should be based on the document. For intrinsic plagiarism
detection it is often assumed that a small fraction of a document exists of plagiarized
text, so that the writing style of the document is more similar to the writing style of
original text than to the writing style of plagiarized text. Nevertheless, the writing style
template of original text is also based on (small amounts of) plagiarized text when the
document contains plagiarized text.

Apart from the writing style of the document, the writing style of the chunks should be
determined. The performance of the plagiarism detector is dependent on the chunk size
and location [51]. Small chunks lead to feature distributions with a high probability
that they do not resemble the population, resulting in unstable writing style represen-
tations as explained in section 1.3. Besides the poor representation, small persistent
deviations might be undetected in small chunks. On the other hand, large chunks have
a higher probability to consist of plagiarized as well as original text. The writing style
of the plagiarized text and the original text are mixed when a chunk size larger than
a plagiarized passage is chosen. This results in a smaller detected deviation than for a
chunk of only plagiarized text. This will also be the case when a chunk is exactly as
long as a plagiarized part, but does not start at the begin of a plagiarized part of text.

One way of creating overlapping or non-overlapping chunks is by applying a sliding
window. The window in this case is a number of sentences that are analyzed at once.
This window slides over the text from the start of a text until the end with an interval of
a �xed number of sentences. When an interval smaller than a chunk is used, overlapping
chunks are created.

While some implementations discard the position of chunks within the document (see
section 2.3.1), others use this spatial information (see section 2.3.2). With a sequential
approach, small persistent writing style deviations can be detected.
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Fig. 2.6: Classi�cation based on similarity values (in black) in the context of intrinsic plagiarism detection.

The process of classi�cation is shown in �g. 2.6. The result of the comparison process
can be a single distance/similarity value which represents the similarity of all features
in one value or it can result in a distance/similarity value per feature. When only one
feature is measured, or the distance/similarity values of the di�erent features are com-
bined in one value, a threshold can be set or learned, as shown in �g. 2.7a. When the
distance/similarity values of the di�erent features are not combined, it becomes di�cult
to �nd the best decision boundary (i.e. threshold in a multi-dimensional feature space).
A binary classi�er can learn which similarity values are typical for plagiarized chunks
and which are typical for original chunks, as shown in �g. 2.7b for two features. Several
types of binary classi�ers exist (e.g. Support Vector Machines [8], Arti�cial Neural Net-
works [40], Bayesian Networks [14], Decision Trees [34]), each with its own advantages
and limitations. Section 2.3.1 and section 2.3.2 cover examples of plagiarism detection
based on deviations between the feature values of a chunk and the document. Both
implementations use a single distance measure, which circumvent the use of machine
learning for determining a decision boundary.

(a) Classi�cation by means of a
single distance value. Chunks
with a distance value that ex-
ceeds the threshold are labeled
as plagiarized text, while chunks
with a distance value that does
not exceed the threshold are la-
beled as original text.

(b) Classi�cation by means of the
distance of two features. Chunks
with distance values that lie left
of the decision boundary are la-
beled as original text, while sen-
tences with distance values that
lie right of the decision boundary
are labeled as plagiarized text.

Fig. 2.7: Discrimination between plagiarized and original text
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2.3.1 Plagiarism detection by character n-grams

Stamatatos proposed a method that analyzes chunks by character n-grams [42]. The
implementation is as follows:

First a pro�le of the text is built. This is done by building a vector of normalized
frequencies of the character 3-grams present in a document (i.e. bag-of-character 3-
grams). Next, a sliding window with a window size of 1000 character moves along the
text with a step function of 200 characters. The text within the window is compared to
the text of the whole document, using eq. (2.2), which is a dissimilarity measure called
normalized d1.

nd1(wi, D) =

∑
g∈P (wi)

(
2(fwi (g)−fD(g))

fwi (g)+fD(g)

)2
4|P (wi)|

(2.2)

where fwi
(g) and fD(g) are the frequency of occurrence (normalized over text length)

of the n-gram g in window i and text D, respectively. P (a) is the size of the pro�le
of text A. Dividing the numerator by 4|P (A)| ensures that the dissimilarity measure
has values in the range of 0 to 1. For every window, the nd1 value is calculated. Next,
a threshold for nd1 can be determined by evaluating the nd1 values on training data.
Once a threshold for nd1 is set, it can be used to detect plagiarism in new texts as shown
in �g. 2.8.
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Fig. 2.8: The solid line shows a style change function of a document. The dashed line indicates the
threshold of the plagiarized passage criterion. The high values of the binary function above indicates real
plagiarized passages. Image copied from [42].

2.3.2 Plagiarism detection by cusum analysis

Cusum analysis [11, 5] is an example of a technique that evaluates sentences sequen-
tially. For cusum analysis, features should be author-speci�c and dependent on sentence
length. The features are called habits and are used to �nd deviations from the average
number of habit occurrences while compensating for variation in sentence length. These
features should be: �common language habits used by everyone, but unconsciously� [11].
Farringdon states that: �Cusum analysts have found that there are nine tests which can
be tested on samples. The three most common are the use of the 2 and 3 letter words;
words starting with a vowel; and the third is the combination of these two together,
this last having often proved the most useful identi�er of consistency. The other tests
involve the use of words of four letters as well. One of these nine tests, and sometimes
more than one, will prove consistent for a writer or speaker� [11].

Take the following sample, which are the �rst ten sentences of a letter by D.H. Lawrence
(example taken from [11]):

�I have a request to make. Perhaps you know that the [Name] asks for
three Christmas stories, and o�ers a prize of three pounds for each. I have
written two just for fun, and because [name] and [name] asked me why I
didn't, and so put upon me doing it to show I could. I may write a third.
But one person may not send in more than one story. So will you send in
the [kind] in your name? That is rather a sneezer, but I don't see that it
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matters, for I make the story your property, and you will write it out again
according to your taste-will you? It is the sort I want you to send, because
it is the only one that is cast in its �nal form. I want you to write it out
again in your style because mine would be recognised. Indeed you may treat
it just as you like.�

First, the sentence length in words of all sentences is determined. Since the name
occurrences are not considered habits, they are not seen as words, as indicated by the
brackets. Second, the average sentence length is calculated. Third, the deviation from
the average sentence length per sentence length is calculated. Fourth, for each sentence,
all previous deviations are accumulated using eq. (2.3). The results of these steps are
shown in table 2.2.

ci =
i∑

r=1

(wr − w̄) (2.3)

where r is the sentence number, w̄ is the average habit value or average sentence length
and ci is the accumulated deviation of variable w for sentence i.

Table 2.2: Cumulative sum of the sentence length

Sentence sentence length Deviation cusum

(words) from average (15.8)

1: 6 -9.8 -9.8

2: 19 3.2 -6.6

3: 28 12.2 5.6

4: 5 -10.8 -5.2

5: 11 -4.8 -10.0

6: 10 -5.8 -15.8

7: 32 16.2 0.4

8: 22 6.2 6.6

9: 16 0.2 6.8

10: 9 -6.8 0

The same steps are applied to the habits instead of sentence length. Since, according
to Farringdon, the sum of two or three letter words and the number of words starting
with a vowel (ttlw+ivw) is often most usefull [11], this habit is used in this example.
Table 2.3 shows the results.
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Table 2.3: Cumulative sum of number of two- or three-letter words (ttlw) and the words starting with a
vowel (ivw)

Sentence ttlw+ivw Deviation cusum

from average (11.8)

1: 3 -8.8 -8.8

2: 12 0.2 -8.6

3: 21 9.2 0.6

4: 3 -8.8 -8.2

5: 9 -2.8 -11

6: 7 -4.8 -15.8

7: 22 10.2 -5.6

8: 22 10.2 4.6

9: 11 -0.8 3.8

10: 8 -3.8 0

This method assumes that the number of occurrences of habits increases with sentence
length, so that the di�erence between accumulated deviation of the sentences and the
accumulated deviation of the habits is stable for a stable writing style. When an author
has a large variance in writing style, the plot of habit will sometimes have a higher and
sometimes a lower value than the plot of sentence length. This will compensate each
other by summing with the preceding values. This way, the deviations will not last
many sentences, unless the feature values are constantly too high or constantly too low
compared to the average, which could indicate plagiarism.

The accumulated deviation of the sentence length and the habits per sentence can be
plotted. In order to compare the two plots, the cusum of the habits is scaled to the
cusum of the sentence length using ordinary least squares regression [5] as performed in
�g. 2.9. Since the two cusums do not diverge much, there is no proof that the document
contains sentences with a deviating writing style.
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Fig. 2.9: Cumulative sum of sentence length.

When the writing style of a document is not stable, for example because parts are
written by another author, this should be visible by a divergence of the two cusums for
the sentences written by a di�erent author. Once the passage of the di�erent author
is processed, the two cusums should track each other again. To test this, I have added
purposefully three sentences (8,9,10) indicated by the blue font:

�I have a request to make. Perhaps you know that the [Name] asks for
three Christmas stories, and o�ers a prize of three pounds for each. I have
written two just for fun, and because [name] and [name] asked me why I
didn't, and so put upon me doing it to show I could. I may write a third.
But one person may not send in more than one story. So will you send in
the [kind] in your name? That is rather a sneezer, but I don't see that it
matters, for I make the story your property, and you will write it out again
according to your taste-will you? The car was red and was very big. Besides
that, the car was very expensive. The baby is a boy. It is the sort I want
you to send, because it is the only one that is cast in its �nal form. I want
you to write it out again in your style because mine would be recognised.
Indeed you may treat it just as you like.�

The results of a cusum analysis on the example are shown in table 2.4 and table 2.5 and
�g. 2.10. As visible in �g. 2.10, sentences 8,9 and 10 are less divergent than for example
sentence 11,12, and 13. For this example, the cusum analysis failed.
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Table 2.4: Cumulative sum of number of 2- or 3-letter words

Sentence sentence length Deviation cusum

(words) from average (13.7)

1: 6 -7.7 -7.7

2: 19 5.3 -2.4

3: 28 14.3 11.9

4: 5 -8.7 3.2

5: 11 -2.7 0.5

6: 10 -3.7 -3.2

7: 32 18.3 15.2

8: 8 -5.7 9.5

9: 7 -6.7 2.8

10: 5 -8.7 -5.9

11: 22 8.3 2.4

12: 16 2.3 4.7

13: 9 -4.7 0

Table 2.5: Cumulative sum of number of 2- or 3-letter words

Sentence ttlw+ivw deviation cusum

from average (10.4)

1: 3 -7.4 -7.4

2: 12 1.6 -5.8

3: 21 10.6 4.8

4: 3 -7.4 -2.5

5: 9 -1.4 -3.9

6: 7 -3.4 -7.3

7: 22 11.6 4.3

8: 8 -2.4 1.9

9: 4 -6.4 -4.5

10: 5 -5.4 -9.8

11: 22 11.6 1.7

12: 11 0.6 2.4

13: 8 -2.4 0.0
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Fig. 2.10: Cumulative sum of nr. of words beginning with a vowel.

The main advantage of cusum analysis is the fact that it processes the text in its spatial
order per sentence. This makes it possible to accumulate the suspiciousness of feature
values over sentences. It is possible to select a number of sentences that are suspicious.
The biggest disadvantage of cusum analysis is the unreliability. Cusum analysis has
been criticized a lot [17]. Barr, proved that a small temporal di�erence in writing
style, for example because of intra-authorical variance in writing style, a�ects the whole
graph [2]. In conclusion Barr states that: �sometimes the cusum method does arrive
at the correct answer - when di�erences in rates of occurrence happen to be associated
with di�erences in authorship. But on other occasions it can provide an answer which
is totally wrong� [2]. Furthermore, there is a limited number of useful identi�ers.

2.4 Evaluation of plagiarism detection

To evaluate a statistical model (e.g. a trained classi�er), it is common to use three sets
of data. First of all, training data is used to train a classi�er. Second, the performance
of an implementation that is trained on the training data is measured by determining
the performance on a set of validation data. The implementation might be adjusted and
tested several times on the validation data. Third, the classi�er that performed best on
the validation data is tested on a set of preferably unseen test data.

The di�erent data sets are created to avoid over�tting. Over�tting is a common problem
for statistical models. When a classi�er is trained too well on a speci�c set of data, it
might learn speci�c rules or thresholds that are speci�c for that data. Such a classi�er
can be good in classifying these speci�c data instances, but might be poor for other
data instances (i.e. the classi�er does not generalize well).
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The evaluation of a plagiarism detector should not be performed on training data be-
cause this could lead to a performance that is arti�cially high due to over�tting. Because
the adjustments made to increase the performance on the validation data could also lead
to over�tting, this set is also not useful as a general performance measure. This is why
the test data should be unseen until the �nal evaluation of the performance of the
plagiarism detector.

The performance of a plagiarism detector can be de�ned by a variety of measures such
as precision, recall, or F1-score. Which performance measure is used depends on the
goal of the detector: the precision, when false accusations need to be rare; the recall,
when it is important to �nd all cases of plagiarism; the F1-score, if both measures are
equally important. For plagiarism detection, the number of detections per plagiarized
passage might also be of importance. This is called the granularity of a plagiarism
detector [30]. The plagdet score is a measure that combines the precision, recall, and
granularity [30]. This score will be covered in more detail in section 4.4.

The plagdet score is used in the PAN-competition [10, 29, 30, 13, 32, 31]. The PAN-
competition is a plagiarism detection competition and is part of the CLEF conference
since 2010. Tasks varied over the years, including external plagiarism detection, intrinsic
plagiarism detection, author identi�cation, Wikipedia vandalism detection, source re-
trieval, text alignment, authorship attribution, sexual predator identi�cation, Wikipedia
quality �aw prediction, authorship veri�cation, and author pro�ling. The last year that
intrinsic plagiarism detection was a task at the competition was 2011. The corpus used
for the competition in 2011 is described in section 5.1.
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Chapter 3

Model of plagiarism

3.1 Expressing writing style

If one wants to express the writing style used within a document, one could measure
for example the word lengths of all words used within that document. Assume the
measured population of word lengths within a document is as depicted in �g. 3.1.

Fig. 3.1: Histogram of 2500 word lengths, µ = 5.

Instead of measuring the word lengths of the whole document, a part of the document
could be measured. Figure 3.2a illustrates that large enough samples drawn by simple
random drawing (i.e. each observation has an equal probability of being drawn) from the
population illustrated in �g. 3.1, still resemble the population. Figure 3.2b, however,
illustrates that small samples might not resemble the population. Therefore, a large
variance in feature distributions might be expected from small samples drawn from the
same population. Consequently, the writing style used in small samples of text might
not resemble the writing style of the total document.
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(a) Histogram of 1000 word lengths,
µ = 5.0.

(b) Histogram of 10 word lengths,
µ = 4.5.

Fig. 3.2: Histograms of samples of di�erent size taken from the population.

For our goal to detect plagiarism intrinsically, only features that help us to determine
whether text deviates from other text in an unnatural way are useful. By unnatural,
we mean that it is unlikely that it is caused by variation in the writing style of a single
author. To be able to detect unlikely deviations in writing style, the features used
should be source speci�c. This means that the feature distributions of text written by
a single author within a single document should be stable in shape, but also unique. In
short, a useful feature is:

� Stable: low variation in feature distribution among text of the same author,

� Unique: high variation in feature distribution between text of di�erent authors.

Assume we have four parts of text. Two belong to document A and two belong to
document B. Now assume that �g. 3.3 shows the feature distributions of the word
length of the four parts of text. It shows stable feature distributions since �g. 3.3a
and �g. 3.3b show low variation between the histograms of two samples from the same
document. It shows unique distributions since the feature distributions of document A
show low similarity to the feature distributions of document B. Figure 3.3 showed the
characteristics of a good feature.
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(a) Feature distribution of a part
of text originating from docu-
ment A.

(b) Feature distribution of a part
of text originating from docu-
ment B.

Fig. 3.3: Example frequency distributions of four di�erent parts of text. The feature distributions show
high similarity with the feature distributions from the same population while they show low similarity
between the feature distributions of the other population.

3.2 Detecting deviations from the document

As already explained in section 3.1, the feature values of large enough samples of text
from one author will resemble the feature values of the complete document if the doc-
ument is written by a single author. When a document is written by multiple authors,
the result of a comparison between a chunk and the document is less obvious.

When a document contains text from two authors, the feature distributions of the
complete document will be a mix of the feature distributions of both authors. The
feature distributions of a document written by author A and B can be seen as the
result of a drawing from the feature population of text of author A and the feature
population of text of author B (see �g. 3.4). The resulting pooled feature distribution
is dependent on the proportions of text of author A and B within the document (see
�g. 3.4).
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(a) Histogram of writing style of author
A.

(b) Histogram of writing style of author
B.

(c) Histogram of 50% of writing style
of author A and 50% of writing style of
author B.

(d) Histogram of 70% of writing style
of author A and 30% of writing style of
author B.

(e) Histogram of 30% of writing style
of author A and 70% of writing style of
author B.

Fig. 3.4: Histograms of samples of 5000 word lengths. Histograms are shown for a sample from a writing
style distribution of an author A, from a writing style distribution of an author B, and mixed samples
from these two distributions.

To detect whether text is plagiarized, like most intrinsic plagiarism detectors, we assume
that the majority of a document is original text (assumption 3.2.1).
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Assumption 3.2.1. Less than half of the text of a document is plagiarized.

With this assumption we try to assure that chunks containing no plagiarism are more
similar to the document than chunks containing no original text. This does not mean
that chunks without plagiarism are more similar to the document than chunks with a
mix of plagiarized and original text. Assume we got a document with 10% of its text
written by a single other author. In that speci�c case, it is likely that a chunk extracted
from that document, containing 10% plagiarized text, is more similar to the document
than a chunk with 0% plagiarism. The most deviating chunk is, in theory, a chunk
with 100% plagiarized text. Figure 3.5a shows an example of multiple short plagiarism
passages within a document. Figure 3.5b and �g. 3.5c show the amount of plagiarism
that chunk woulds contain when �g. 3.5a describes the plagiarism passages within the
document. In total, �g. 3.5 illustrated that small chunks have a higher probability to
contain text from a single author than large chunks.

(a) Plagiarism ratio per sentence.

(b) Plagiarism ratio per chunk of 5 sen-
tences.

(c) Plagiarism ratio per chunk of 50
sentences.

Fig. 3.5: Example of plagiarism ratio per sentence, per chunk of 15 sentences, and per chunk of 50
sentences.

When whole sections, or other large parts of text are copied verbatim, relatively few
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chunks contain text written by multiple authors, making it relatively easy to detect.
When single sentences, or small parts of text are copied verbatim, relatively many
chunks will contain text written by multiple authors, making it harder to detect. When
plagiarized text is not copied verbatim, but interwoven throughout the entire document,
all chunks contain a mix of text from multiple authors, making it the hardest case to
detect plagiarism.

The probability that two feature distributions FX and FY are simple random drawings
from identical populations is calculated using a statistical hypothesis test, where

Null Hypothesis. FX = FY

Alternative Hypothesis. FX 6= FY

The idea is that two parts of non-plagiarized text extracted from a document have a
common population while text extracted from others may not. With assumption 3.2.2,
one would expect that the observations of the population are homogeneously divided
between two samples (i.e. the feature distributions have the same shape). When one of
the samples originated from a di�erent population, for example because it was written
by someone else, the observations are probably not homogeneously divided between the
two samples. When the two feature distribution of the two samples are very di�erent,
the probability that the two samples come from identical populations is small.

Assumption 3.2.2. Parts of text can be seen as simple random drawings from the
population.

Assumption 3.2.2 only holds when written text does not have a form of structure. Since a
language has a certain grammar, the assumption is not completely valid. Consequently,
the probabilities resulting from the statistical hypothesis test will not be completely
valid. Nevertheless, the resulting probability, P (FX = FY ), can be used as a measure
that measures the similarity between a part of text and another part of text. For each
feature, such a probability can be measured, resulting in N similarity measures for N
features per chunk. Since not every feature is equally useful for plagiarism prediction,
the features has to be weighted. Which combinations of similarity values are typical
for plagiarized text while they are atypical for non-plagiarized text has to be learned.
A classi�er can learn such a mapping from input, which in this case are the similarity
values, to the output of whether that part of text is plagiarized.

The exact implementation of the features, chunking method, chunk-to-document com-
parison and how to use the results for plagiarism detection is explained in the next
chapter.
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Chapter 4

Implementation

In this chapter, the model of plagiarism used in this study and the implementation
used to detect plagiarism is explained. What features are used to detect plagiarism and
why these features are chosen is described in section 4.1. In section 4.2 it is described
how chunks are formed. Section 4.3 describes how di�erent feature distributions of the
same feature are compared quantitatively, and how the result of the comparison gives
information about plagiarism. In section 4.4 it is described how the feature distribution
comparisons are used to come to a conclusion about whether text is plagiarized or not.

4.1 Features

The idea of intrinsic plagiarism is to �nd parts of text that deviate from the rest of
the text in such a way that they are likely the result of plagiarism. To measure the
characteristics of the text, the text is converted to feature values. Feature values that
have a value for every character, word, n words, or sentence were used. Figure 4.1 shows
an example of feature extraction for the feature �word length�. This way, a part of text
is represented by feature distributions (i.e. multiple feature values per feature) for each
feature.

Fig. 4.1: Feature extraction for the feature �word length�.

The features used in the present study are shown in table 4.1. The sentence detection
and part-of-speech tagging was performed using the Stanford CoreNLP suite [21]. As
indicated in table 4.1, most of the features were categorical (C) while some were discrete
(D).
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Table 4.1: Stylometric features. This table shows the di�erent features used in the implementation
together with its type, what is measured, and whether it is a categorical (C) or discrete (D) feature. It
is di�cult to address the source of each feature since most features are adaptations of existing features.

Measures # Feature Ref. C/D

Lexicon:

Setting 1 Nouns - C

Events 2 Verbs - C

Point of view 3 Pronouns - C

Word complexity:

4 Nr. of characters per word [44] D

5 Nr. of syllables per word [44] D

Word preference:

6 Adjectives - C

7 Adverbs - C

8 Interjections - C

9 Conjunctions - C

10 Prepositions - C

Full lexicon 11 All words [44] C

Initial vowels 12 Words starting with vowel versus other [11] C

Syntax:

Sentence construction 13 POS trigrams [20] C

Sentence complexity 14 Nr. of words per sentence [44] D

Initial vowel structure 15 Initial vowel/consonant trigrams - C

Format:

Special character use 16 Special characters [50] C

Capitalization 17 Capitals versus other [50] C

Digit use 18 Digits versus other [50] C

Spacing 19 Spaces versus other [50] C
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These feature distributions capture the lexicon, syntax, and format of a text. In contrary
to the features of table 2.1, features that measure the content of the text are included.
When, for example, the topic changes over the scope of the document, it might indicate
plagiarism. Text copied from a text with a di�erent topic might cover di�erent persons in
a di�erent setting (e.g. nouns) with di�erent events (e.g. verbs), possibly with a di�erent
time reference (e.g. verbs), written from a di�erent point-of-view (e.g. pronouns).

To illustrate how text is converted to feature distributions, a few sentences of document
202 from the plagiarism corpus used for intrinsic plagiarism detection in 2011 (PAN-
PC-111) are shown:

Document text:

�In the meantime he was to have a change of scene. Isabella followed Ferdi-
nand to the siege of Malaga, where the Court was established; and as there
were intervals in which other than military business might be transacted,
Columbus was ordered to follow them in case his a�airs should come up for
consideration. They did not; but the man himself had an experience that
may have helped to keep his thoughts from brooding too much on his un-
ful�lled ambition. Years afterwards, when far away on lonely seas, amid the
squalor of a little ship and the staggering bu�ets of a gale, there would surely
sometimes leap into his memory a brightly coloured picture of this scene in
the fertile valley of Malaga: the silken pavilions of the Court, the great en-
campment of nobility with its arms and banners extending in a semicircle
to the seashore, all glistening and moving in the bright sunshine. There was
added excitement at this time at an attempt to assassinate Ferdinand and
Isabella, a fanatic Moor having crept up to one of the pavilions and aimed
a blow at two people whom he mistook for the King and Queen. They
turned out to be Don Alvaro de Portugal, who was dangerously wounded,
and Columbus's friend, the Marquesa de Moya, who was unhurt; but it was
felt that the King and Queen had had a narrow escape. The siege was
raised on the 18th of August, and the sovereigns went to spend the winter
at Zaragoza; and Columbus, once more condemned to wait, went back to
Cordova.�

1http://www.uni-weimar.de/en/media/chairs/webis/research/corpora/corpus-pan-pc-11/;
visited on: 2/25/2015.
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The verbs observed per sentence are:

1: was,have

2: followed,was,established,were,be,transacted,was,ordered,follow,come

3: did,had,have,helped,keep,brooding

4: leap,coloured,extending,glistening,moving

5: was,added,assassinate,having,crept,aimed,mistook

6: turned,be,was,wounded,was,unhurt,was,felt,had,had

7: was,raised,went,spend,condemned,wait,went

The feature distribution of the verbs is shown in �g. 4.2.

Fig. 4.2: Feature distribution of verbs

The word lengths observed per sentence are:

1: 2,3,8,2,3,2,4,1,6,2,5

2: 8,8,9,2,3,5,2,6,5,3,5,3,11,3,2,5,4,9,2,5,5,4,8,8,5,2,10,8,3,7,2,6,4,2,4,3,7,6,4,2,3,13

3: 4,3,3,3,3,3,7,3,2,10,4,3,4,6,2,4,3,8,4,8,3,4,2,3,11,8

4: 5,10,4,3,4,2,6,4,4,3,7,2,1,6,4,3,3,10,7,2,1,4,5,5,6,9,4,4,3,6,1,8,8,7,2,4,5,2,3,7,6,2,6,3,6,9,2,3,5,3,5,10,2,8,

4,3,4,3,7,9,2,1,10,2,3,8,3,10,3,6,2,3,6,8

5: 5,3,5,10,2,4,4,2,2,7,2,11,9,3,8,1,7,4,6,5,2,2,3,2,3,9,3,5,1,4,2,3,6,4,2,7,3,3,4,3,5

6: 4,6,3,2,2,3,6,2,8,3,3,11,7,3,8,1,6,3,8,2,4,3,3,6,3,2,3,4,4,3,4,3,5,3,3,1,6,6

7: 3,5,3,6,2,3,2,2,6,3,3,10,4,2,5,3,6,2,8,3,8,4,4,9,2,4,4,4,2,7
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The feature distribution of the word length is shown in �g. 4.3.

Fig. 4.3: Feature distribution of word length

4.2 Chunking

Since for intrinsic plagiarism detection, templates of feature distributions of authors
are not available beforehand, text was compared to the document. As explained in
section 3.1, small samples are less likely to be similar to the population than large
samples. This results in more variation between small samples, than between large
samples drawn from a single population. Low variation in samples of text written by
the same author is desired when the samples should express the writing style of an
author. This is why in this study a large sample size of 49 sentences is chosen. The
drawback is that the comparison of a large chunk and the rest of the document are
sub-optimal for detection of small passages since the complete chunk will be classi�ed
as either plagiarism or original text. An odd number of sentences is chosen so that these
chunks can also be used in the alternative implementation described in section 6.1.3 that
uses a sliding window approach, which classi�es only the center sentence of a chunk.

Per chunk, the frequency observations of the sentences that form that chunk are pooled
into one feature distribution, and the observations of the other sentences of the document
are pooled into another feature distribution. The process of chunking the document's
feature observations is illustrated in �g. 4.4. This is done for each chunk-document pair.
The �rst chunk starts at the �rst sentence and the last chunk ends at the Nth sentence,
where

N = lengthdoc. − (lengthdoc. mod 49) (4.1)
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where mod stands for the modulo operation and lengthdoc. stands for the length of the
document in number of characters.

Fig. 4.4: A chunk of one sentence is extracted from the document (in black) in the context of the plagiarism
detector of the present study.

The idea is that chunks that di�er too much from the values measured for the entire text
are likely to originate from a di�erent author than the majority of text. The di�culty in
intrinsic plagiarism detection is to detect text that di�ers too much in writing style from
the other text of a document because of a di�erent author (inter-authorical variance),
while not detecting text that di�ers in writing style because of variance in writing style
of one author (intra-authorical variance). When a document consists fully of original
text written by a single author, the expectation is that the feature distributions of the
chunks are similar to the feature distributions of the document.

4.3 Similarity measure

The challenge is to �nd a good measure of similarity. This measure should discriminate
between samples that are random deviations from the template and samples that devi-
ate from the rest, because it includes features drawn from another writing style. The
comparison of a chunk to the document is performed by comparing the feature distribu-
tions of a chunk to the feature distributions of the rest of the document, as illustrated
in �g. 4.5.
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Fig. 4.5: Measuring similarity in writing style of text (in black) in the context of the plagiarism detector
of the present study.

The comparison was performed using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (KS-test) [7] for the
discrete features and Pearson's Chi-square test (χ2-test) [7] for the categorical features.
The KS-test is chosen because it can be used to compare the complete shape of two
distributions of a feature. Because there is no particular sorting of the feature values
of a categorical feature distribution on the x-axis, it could be sorted in many ways.
Where each sorting can lead to another shape of the feature distribution. This is why
for categorical features, the proportions of the di�erent categories were compared. A
χ2-test of homogeneity is chosen for the comparison of the categorical features since
the sum of the squares of independent standard normal random variables approach a
χ2-distribution [23].

First, the KS-test is described, followed by the χ2-test.

4.3.1 KS-test of a chunk versus a document

A two-sample KS-test was applied on the discrete features. It is a two-sample test
because two empirical distributions were provided. These two empirical distributions
are the measured feature distributions of a chunk and of the rest of the document. The
KS-test is non-parametric, but has the restriction that the data should have continuous
values. This requirement was not met because the KS-test was used for discrete features
(e.g. word/sentence length, number of syllables). The problem is that for discrete fea-
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tures, the chance on identical feature values (ties) is higher than for continuous feature
values. More ties lead to more conservative (i.e. higher) p-values. This problem can be
solved using Monte-Carlo Simulation of the p-values. This is described in section 6.1.1.
Both the KS-test with and the KS-test without Monte-Carlo Simulation of the p-values
were tested.

By comparing the distributions of the chunk (FX) to the rest of the document (FY ) it
is tested whether two samples were samples from the same population.

The hypotheses are:

Null Hypothesis. FX = FY

Alternative Hypothesis. FX 6= FY

The outcome of the KS-tests is the probability that the feature values of the chunk
and the rest of the document were randomly sampled from an identical population. A
low p-value means that it is unlikely that the feature values of the chunk and the rest
of the document are randomly sampled from an identical distribution. When it is too
unlikely (i.e. p ≤ α), the alternative hypothesis (i.e. the distributions are not identical)
is accepted.

An example of a two-sample KS-test performed on word length is covered to show the
principles of a KS-test. Assume we use a chunk size of one sentence and have the
following short document:

�The car was red and was very big. Besides that, the car was very expensive. The baby
is a boy.�

After converting the characters to lowercase and removal of the special characters, this
results in the following chunks:

A = {the, car, was, red, and, was, very, big}
B = {besides, that, the, car, was, very, expensive}
C = {the, baby, is, a, boy}

Counting the number of characters of each word leads to the following word-length
feature observations:

Aobs = {3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 4, 3}
Bobs = {7, 4, 3, 3, 3, 4, 9}
Cobs = {3, 4, 2, 1, 3}

The empirical cumulative distribution function Fn for n independent and identically
distributed random variables, observations Xi is de�ned as:

Fn(x) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

I(Xi) (4.2)
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where

I(Xi) =

{
1 if Xi ≤ x

0 if Xi > x
(4.3)

Fn(x) for chunk A and Fn(x) for all text except that chunk, Ac, are shown in table 4.2
and �g. 4.6.

Table 4.2: The ECDF of Aobs and of the observations of the rest of the document (Ac
obs).

Fz,n(x) x=1 x=2 x=3 x=4 x=5 x=6 x=7 x=8 x=9 x=10

z = Aobs 0/8 0/8 7/8 8/8 8/8 8/8 8/8 8/8 8/8 8/8

z = Ac
obs 1/12 2/12 7/12 10/12 10/12 10/12 11/12 11/12 12/12 12/12

Fig. 4.6: ECDF plot for both samples. The largest di�erence in Fn(x) is given by D = | 7
8
− 7

12
| = 0.2917,

which is measured for x = 3.

The test statistic, D, is calculated following eq. (4.4). D is the largest di�erence in
ECDFs and is shown in �g. 4.6.

Dn,n′ = sup
x
|F1,n(x)− F2,n′(x)| (4.4)

where sup is the supremum function of the set of distances between F1,n(x) and F2,n′(x).

The KS-test approximates p-values. The test statistic D asymptotically converges to
0 when H0 is true. This means that, using an in�nite sample size, the test statistic
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will approach 0 when H0 is true. Using the sample sizes and the test statistic, the
probability of falsely rejecting the null hypothesis can be calculated [22]. The largest
di�erence in ECDFs is D = 0.29. The resulting p-value becomes p = 0.81. Table 4.3
shows the p-values for each chunk.

Table 4.3: Test Statistics KS

word length D p-value

A vs. Ac 0.29 0.81

B vs. Bc 0.42 0.41

C vs. Cc 0.40 0.59

In summary, the KS-test was used for the comparison of two discrete distributions. The
resulting probabilities of the comparison were likely to be too high for our data. To
overcome this, one of the evaluated implementations uses a Monte-Carlo permutation
test (section 6.1.1) to approximate the p-values.

4.3.2 Pearson's χ2-test of a chunk versus a document

As described earlier, the KS-test is not valid for categorical features. Distributions
of categorical features are compared using Pearson's χ2-test. Several variants of the
Pearson's χ2-test exist (e.g. goodness-of-�t test [7], test of independence [7], test of
homogeneity [45]). Although the calculation of the test statistic is the same for all
variants, the conditions or hypotheses are not.

The goodness-of-�t test compares an empirical distribution with a theoretical distribu-
tion. Since a theoretical distribution is not available, the goodness-of-�t test was not
appropriate. The test of independence has di�erent hypotheses than the test of homo-
geneity. The test of independence is used to determine whether there is a signi�cant
association between two variables from one population. The test of homogeneity is used
to determine whether frequency counts of one feature are distributed identically across
di�erent populations. Since we had two populations (the chunk and the rest of the doc-
ument), and perform a χ2-test per feature, the hypotheses of the test of homogeneity is
used. These hypotheses are:

Null Hypothesis. FX = FY

Alternative Hypothesis. FX 6= FY

The outcome of the χ2-tests is the probability of observing a sample statistic as extreme
as the test statistic when the null hypothesis is true. A high p-value means that the
observed di�erence in proportions can be caused by random sampling of the feature
values. A low p-value means that it is unlikely that the observed di�erence in proportions
is caused by random sampling of the feature values. When it is too unlikely (i.e. p ≤ α),
the alternative hypothesis is accepted, which implies that the distributions are di�erent.
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One of the conditions for a valid χ2-test is that each sample (chunk and document
without chunk) is a result of simple random sampling of its population. This condition
is met when assumption 4.3.1 is true.

Assumption 4.3.1. Given the feature distribution, the probability that a speci�c feature
value is present in a part of text is independent of other feature values.

Assumption 4.3.1 is not realistic for our features. The features of a sentence are depen-
dent, because its grammar limits the possibilities of the feature value combinations.

The number of degrees of freedom (df) of a χ2-test is the number of independent vari-
ables. For a χ2-test of homogeneity, df can be calculated using eq. (4.5).

df = (r − 1) ∗ (c− 1) (4.5)

where r is the number of rows (i.e. populations), and c is the number of columns (i.e. lev-
els) for the categorical variable.

The number of degrees of freedom of a feature is lower for a feature with n dependent
feature values than for a feature with n independent feature values. In the extreme case
that n feature values are completely dependent, df will be 1 since one feature value is
enough to determine all feature values. When the chance on a similar feature value is
decreased or increased when that feature value is already present, i.e. the feature values
are dependent, the feature values will be spread less uniformly between a chunk and
the rest of a document than it would be when the feature values were independent.
Therefore, the p-values will have a tendency to be lower than the true p-values (i.e. the
distributions are less similar). To overcome this, one of the tested implementations used
a Monte-Carlo permutation test (section 6.1.1) to approximate the p-values.

An example of a χ2-test performed on bag-of-words feature values is given next.

Using the same example document as in section 4.3.1, converting the characters to
lowercase and removal of the special characters, results in the following chunks:

A = {the, car, was, red, and, was, very, big}
B = {besides, that, the, car, was, very, expensive}
C = {the, baby, is, a, boy}

The feature observations of the chunk and the rest of the document, respectively, are
converted to frequencies (i.e. number of occurrences of a word). The observed frequen-
cies, ni,j, for chunk A on one hand and the rest of the document on the other hand are
shown in table 4.4, where i is the sample, and j is the feature value.

Using the observed frequencies, the expected frequencies, n∗i,j, are calculated using
eq. (4.6). The expected frequencies for respectively A and Ac are shown in table 4.5.

n∗i,j =
ni·n·j
n

(4.6)
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Table 4.4: Observed frequencies

ni,j

th
e

ca
r

w
a
s

red

a
n
d

very

b
ig

b
esid

es

th
a
t

ex
p
en
sive

b
a
b
y

is a

b
oy ni.

A 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8

Ac 2 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12

n.j 3 2 3 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 20

Table 4.5: Expected frequencies

n∗i,j

th
e

ca
r

w
a
s

red

a
n
d

very

b
ig

b
esid

es

th
a
t

ex
p
en
sive

b
a
b
y

is a

b
oy ni.

A 1.2 0.8 1.2 0.4 0.4 0.8 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 8

Ac 1.8 1.2 1.8 0.6 0.6 1.2 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 12

n.j 3 2 3 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 20

Because some features have many categories, the expected frequencies of small chunks
often will not have an expected frequency of at least 5. This leads to p-values that are
not entirely correct [49]. To prevent the result from being invalid, it could be decided to
use only the feature values that occur more often than a certain threshold. When the
infrequent words contain much information, the removal of them could lead to worse
performance. A document containing little plagiarized text could have a relatively large
frequency of a speci�c feature value (compared to the length of the plagiarized passage)
while that frequency could be low compared to the whole document. Removing such
feature values could be undesired as it is speci�c for the plagiarized part, which is why
in this study no features values are removed.

The observed and expected frequencies can be used to calculate the χ2 statistic as
de�ned in eq. (4.7) to determine whether a chunk's feature values deviates from the
document's feature values (χ2 = 10.28).

χ2 =
∑
i,j

(ni,j − n∗i,j)2

n∗i,j
(4.7)

Where χ2 is the sum of all these values, ni,j is the observed frequency and n∗i,j is the
expected value. The deviations for each feature value are shown in table 4.6.
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Table 4.6: Deviations

χ2
i,j

th
e

ca
r

w
a
s

red

a
n
d

very

b
ig

b
esid

es

th
a
t

ex
p
en
sive

b
a
b
y

is

A 0.033 0.05 0.533 0.9 0.9 0.05 0.9 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4

Ac 0.022 0.033 0.356 0.6 0.6 0.033 0.6 0.267 0.267 0.267 0.267 0.267

χ2
.j 0.055 0.083 0.889 1.5 1.5 0.083 1.5 0.667 0.667 0.667 0.667 0.667

χ2
i,j

a

b
oy χ2

i.

A 0.4 0.4 6.17

Ac 0.267 0.267 4.11

χ2
.j 0.667 0.667 10.28

Pearson's χ2-test approximates p-values. The χ2 statistic asymptotically approaches
a χ2-distribution when H0 is true. Using an in�nite sample size, the test statistic
will approach the χ2-distribution. The χ2-test measures the deviation of the observed
proportions from the expected proportions. Because the deviations measured by the
χ2-test are per de�nition positive, we use a one-tailed test. The test statistic value
together with df (14 possible di�erent values so df = 13) can be converted to a p-value
(p = 0.67) using a χ2 distribution table or CDF function of the χ2

13-distribution, shown
in �g. 4.7.

Fig. 4.7: Theoretical χ2 CDF (df = 13)

The values for the di�erent chunks are shown in table 4.7.

In summary, the χ2-test is used for the comparison of two categorical distributions. The
resulting p-values that two distributions are similar will be too low for our data. To
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Table 4.7: Test Statistics χ2

Bag-of-words χ2 df p-value

A vs. Ac 10.28 13 0.67

B vs. Bc 9.74 13 0.71

C vs. Cc 16.44 13 0.23

overcome this, one of the tested implementations used a Monte-Carlo permutation test
(section 6.1.1) to approximate the p-values.
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4.4 Classi�cation

The comparison of a chunk and the rest of the document results in m probabilities
for m features. These probability values express the chance that the feature values
of a chunk and the feature values of the rest of the document are random samples
from the same population. This does not necessarily correlate with the probability
that a chunk does not contain plagiarized text. For example, when a feature is used
that varies much along the scope of a document not containing plagiarism, di�erent
chunks will have di�erent distributions for that unstable feature. On the other hand,
when the feature distributions of a feature do not vary between di�erent authors, the
similarity will always be high. That is why instead of using the measured probability
as a probability, it is used as similarity measure. For brevity, the vector of obtained
similarity measures, P (chunk|rest)1, ..., P (chunk|rest)m, for m features is called X for
the rest of this thesis. The measured similarity values, X, of a chunk are used to predict
plagiarism. This process is shown in �g. 4.8 for 3 features.

Fig. 4.8: Predicting whether text is plagiarized based on the probabilities of multiple features that a chunk
and the rest of the document are random drawings from the same population.

To be able to predict plagiarism, it should �rst be learned what similarity values are
typical for plagiarism. To learn this, the data set used (introduced in section 5.1) con-
tains information about which parts of text are plagiarized. A model of the probability
distribution of plagiarism is learned on the measured similarity values, X, of chunks
obtained from the training data, including the corresponding labels, Y , of whether the
data is seen as plagiarized or original text. Chunks with a plagiarism ratio higher than
a certain threshold θ, are labeled as plagiarism and the other chunks are labeled as orig-
inal text. In this study, a plagiarism threshold of 50% plagiarism is chosen since chunks
with 100% plagiarism should be detected and chunks with 0% plagiarism should not be
detected while chunks with other percentages of plagiarism are discussable. Once the
model of the probability distribution of plagiarism is learned, it can be used to calculate
the probability, P (orig.(n) | X), that a chunk, n, contains less than θ% plagiarism. If
P (orig.(n) | X), is smaller than the threshold probability α, the chunk will be labeled
as plagiarized as illustrated in eq. (4.8).

Srcα(n) =

{
plag. if P (orig.(n) | X) < α

orig. if P (orig.(n) | X) ≥ α
(4.8)

Bayes' Rule will be used to determine P (Y |X) as de�ned in eq. (4.9).
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P (Y |X) =
P (Y )P (X|Y )

P (X)
=
P (X, Y )

P (X)
(4.9)

where Y =
(
orig.(n), plag.(n)

)
.

A threshold value α = 0.5 is used to ensure that the most likely label is chosen. This
results in a Bayes classi�er that assigns a class label ŷ = Yk for some k as de�ned in
eq. (4.10).

ŷ = argmax
k∈{plag,orig}

P (Yk) P (X|Yk)
P (X)

(4.10)

P (X) is a constant normalizing P (Y |X) so that the posteriors of both classes add up to
one. P (X) is independent from the class and therefore is equally large for both classes.
Therefore it can be discarded, resulting in eq. (4.11).

ŷ = argmax
k∈{plag,orig}

P (Yk) P (X|Yk) (4.11)

The problem is that the dependency relationships among the features, P (X, Y ), are
unknown. To limit the number of possible combinations of P (X, Y ), the continuous
similarity values, X, are binned. The binning method that is used is the method
proposed by Fayyad and Irani [12], which uses the minimum description length principle.
The dependency relationships and the corresponding probability distributions can be
expressed in a Bayesian Network which can be estimated from the training data. A
simple Bayesian network is the naive Bayes network as illustrated in �g. 4.9. A naive
Bayesian network assumes conditionally independence of the features, X, which in this
case are the similarity values. The corresponding naive Bayes classi�er is as de�ned in
eq. (4.12).

Fig. 4.9: An example of a Bayesian Network. All similarity measures, x, are conditionally independent.

ŷ = argmax
k∈{plag,orig}

P (Yk)
n∏
i=1

P (xi|Yk) (4.12)

It is the question, however, whether the assumed conditionally independence limits the
performance of the classi�er. To test this, several Bayesian networks describing the
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dependency relationships were created. Apart from a naive Bayes one, other network
structures were learned based on training data. Various local score metrics and global
score metrics for learning such a network structure from training data were tried, where
each approach contains several search algorithms [3]. These learning algorithms vary the
network and determine the quality of the network structure. Several quality measures
were tried (e.g. Bayes, BDeu, MDL, entropy, aic) [3]. Since the performance of the
naive Bayes network was not inferior to the trained networks, the naive Bayes approach,
eq. (4.11), was used. The performance of the plagiarism detector as described in this
chapter is covered in the following chapter.
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Chapter 5

Experiments & Results

5.1 Data set

The data set for training and testing the model on intrinsic plagiarism consists of 4,753
documents of the pan-plagiarism-corpus-2011 database (PAN-PC-11) for intrinsic pla-
giarism detection1 [30]. These are plain digital texts. Apart from the text documents,
the data set contains 4753 documents with information about which parts of text of a
speci�c document are plagiarized.

Since the data set contains many documents, holdout cross validation is used; documents
1-2500 are used as training data, documents 2500-3500 are used as validation data, and
documents 3500-4500 are used as test set (although small tests using only the training
data are also performed). This set will remain unseen until it is used to determine
the accuracy of our implementation. Other model evaluation methods exist that are
particularly useful when the performance of a model has to be evaluated using a small
data set (e.g. K-fold cross-validation, Leave-one-out cross validation).

With 2,365 documents containing plagiarism, about 50% of the documents contains one
or more of the total of 11,443 plagiarized passages. This means that a plagiarism con-
taining document contains on average 4.8 plagiarized passages. The average length of a
plagiarism passage is 3,788 characters. Figure 5.1 shows the percentages of plagiarized
text of the documents. All 11,443 plagiarized passages are English passages. 9,931 pla-
giarized passages are verbatim copies, generated by a computer program and therefore
are not obfuscated. From the other 1,512 plagiarized passages, 187 are translations,
purposefully made by a human and 1,325 are created by translating the English text to
text with another writing style or di�erent word usage. An example of a short document
is shown in appendix A.

1http://www.uni-weimar.de/en/media/chairs/webis/research/corpora/corpus-pan-pc-11/;
visited on: 2/25/2015.
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Fig. 5.1: Amount of plagiarized text per document of the PAN-PC-11.

5.2 Suitability of feature distributions

Since in this study, plagiarism is detected by deviation in feature distribution, it is im-
portant that such deviations exist between plagiarized and original text. To illustrate
the di�erence in feature distributions between plagiarized and original chunks, the stan-
dard deviation between the feature distributions of chunks of the original author and
the standard deviation between the feature distributions of chunks of (multiple) plagia-
rized authors are measured. Each chunk consists of 49 sequential sentences. The feature
distributions of the chunks are normalized to a total of 100 observations per chunk. One
sample, Sorig, consists of 200 chunks of a single author, and one sample, Splag, consists of
200 chunks of (multiple) plagiarized authors. Since some features have too many values,
it is di�cult to show the di�erence in feature distributions between di�erent samples in
a compact way. To show that the selected features vary in usefulness, three features,
measured for document 27 of PAN-PC-11, are covered in detail.

Figure 5.2 shows the feature distribution of uppercase/lowercase characters present in
document 27 of PAN-PC-11. As illustrated by the small error bars, the feature distribu-
tion is very stable for the chunks of original text. Nevertheless, it is not a good feature
for this document since for most chunks, the number of observations of feature values of
plagiarized chunks are similar to the number of observations of many original chunks.
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(a) Average original author (b) Average plagiarized author

Fig. 5.2: Frequency distribution of uppercase/lowercase characters present in document 27 of PAN-PC-11.
The standard deviation σ and −σ are indicated by an error bar for each feature value.
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Figure 5.3 illustrates the feature distribution of word lengths present in document 27 of
PAN-PC-11. As illustrated by the small error bars, the feature distribution is stable for
the chunks of original text. It can be a good feature since the number of observations
of feature values of plagiarized chunks vary a lot more than of original chunks.

(a) Average original author (b) Average plagiarized author

Fig. 5.3: Frequency distribution of word lengths present in document 27 of PAN-PC-11. The standard
deviation σ and −σ are indicated by an error bar for each feature value.
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Figure 5.4 shows the pronouns feature distribution present in document 27 of PAN-PC-
11. As illustrated by the large error bars, the feature distribution is not very stable for
the chunks of original text. Nevertheless, it can be a good feature since the number
of observations of feature values of plagiarized chunks are not similar to the number
of observations of most original chunks (as visible in �g. 5.4). Because the standard
deviations are di�cult to compare in this plot, the standard deviations are plotted
against the mean in �g. 5.5. This �gure illustrates that there is more variation in the
feature distribution of chunks of plagiarized text than for chunks of original text. In
other words, chunks of plagiarized text are less stable than chunks of original text.

(a) Average original author (b) Average plagiarized author

Fig. 5.4: Frequency distribution of pronouns present in document 27 of PAN-PC-11. The standard
deviation σ and −σ are indicated by an error bar for each feature value.
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Fig. 5.5: Plot of the standard deviation of the pronouns feature distribution present in document 27 of
PAN-PC-11 versus the mean. A line through the data points is �tted using local polynomial regression
�tting. Plagiarized chunks show more deviation than original chunks. Furthermore it can be concluded
that the pronouns within this documents show higher deviations for higher means.

What happens to the distributions when a smaller chunk size is chosen? Because a
smaller chunk size will lead to less stable feature distributions, the variation in number
of observations per feature between chunks will be higher. This is illustrated for the
pronouns in �g. 5.6. Since the variation will be in positive direction for one feature value
and in negative direction for another feature value, the means of the feature values of
the scaled (100 observations per chunk) feature distribution for chunks of 15 sentences
will not deviate much from those with a chunk size of 49 sentences.
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Fig. 5.6: Plot of the standard deviation of the pronouns feature distribution present in document 27 of
PAN-PC-11 versus the mean. The data points of chunk size 15 are shown. Lines through the data points
are �tted using local polynomial regression �tting. Plagiarized chunks show more variation in observed
feature value frequencies than original chunks. This holds for chunks of 15 sentences (solid lines) as well
as for chunks of 49 sentences (dotted lines). Chunks of 15 sentences show more variation in observed
feature value frequencies than chunks of 49 sentences.

Although, for convenience, based on a single document, �g. 5.3, �g. 5.4 and �g. 5.5 illus-
trate that some features might have potential to be useful for plagiarism detection. The
question is whether the di�erences in feature distributions are caught by the similarity
measure of choice in a useful way.

5.3 Suitability of the similarity measure

The di�erence in feature distribution should be measurable by the similarity measure.
An ideal similarity measure would lead to high values for the comparison of a chunk of
original text to the document and low values for the comparison of a chunk of plagiarized
text to the document. To illustrate what range of p-value is typical for plagiarized chunks
and what range is typical for original chunks, chunks containing 100% original text and
chunks containing 100% plagiarized text were compared to the rest of the document.

Figure 5.7 shows several characteristics of the resulting p-values for each feature for
2500 documents. As illustrated by the between the mean and the median of a feature,
the distributions of the p-values are skewed. This is why the quartiles are shown. It
illustrates that the p-values of the features of original text are in general higher than the
p-values of the features of plagiarized text. The p-values are however not very stable
for each class and take values within a high range of values. Nevertheless, some features
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(a) P-value characteristics
of chunks containing 100%
original text.

(b) P-value characteristics
of chunks containing 100%
plagiarized text.

Fig. 5.7: Average p-value of each feature for 2500 documents. The gray bars indicate the mean, the black
lines indicate the median, the blue ranges indicate 50% of the data, and the range between two red lines
indicates 100% of the data. The feature numbers correspond with the feature numbers of table 4.1.

do not take high values for plagiarized text while they do for original text. The chunks
with such a high p-value can be assumed to be original. The goal is to detect plagiarism,
while this information only helps us in reducing the set of possibly plagiarized text. The
low p-values that some features have for plagiarized text, while they do not for original
text can be used to identify possibly plagiarized text. Most features, however, adopt
low p-values for plagiarized as well as original text, which indicates that the similarity
measure used is too strict in measuring di�erences or the feature distributions are just
not stable enough. Whether the measured di�erence in p-values of plagiarized and
original chunks can be used to detect plagiarism is tested in the next section.

5.4 F1-scores features

In section 5.3, it is shown that the p-values of plagiarized chunks tend to be lower than
the p-values of chunks of original text. Whether the di�erence in p-values is large enough
to be able to detect (partly) plagiarized chunks is tested with a naive Bayes classi�er.
The obtained recall and precision of the classi�er on a data set are based on the ratio
of chunks that are classi�ed correctly, where a chunk with more than 50% plagiarism is
counted as plagiarized and the other chunks as original text. In terms of true positives
(TP), false negatives (FN), and false positives (FP) where a positive is synonym for a
detection, the recall and precision are as de�ned in eq. (5.1) and eq. (5.2), respectively.
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recall =
TP

TP + FN
(5.1)

precision =
TP

TP + FP
(5.2)

Since the recall and precision in this section are measured in correctly detected chunks
they can be expected to be higher than when the precision and recall are measured on
character level. A chunk with 60% plagiarism, for example, could be correctly labeled as
plagiarism although 40% of the characters are not plagiarized. Whether the di�erence in
p-values between plagiarized and original text can be used to detect (partly) plagiarized
chunks is tested with the F1-score which is the harmonic mean between precision and
recall as de�ned in eq. (5.3).

F1 = 2 · precision · recall
precision+ recall

(5.3)

To measure whether the obtained F1-scores indicate a good performance, the F1-scores
of 3 classi�ers that randomly assign a class by a probability α, are determined. The
recall of a classi�er that randomly assigns a class to each part of text with a probability
P (plagiarism) = α theoretically achieves a recall of α. The precision theoretically is
equal to the ratio between the classes. When there are no detections, the recall is zero
and so the F1-score will be 0. The ratio of original versus plagiarized chunks within
the data set used for obtaining the F1-score is 0.951:0.049. A classi�er (M50/50) that
selects classes with equal chances will theoretically �nd 2.45% true positives, 2.45% false
negatives, 47.55% true negatives and 47.55% false positives. This leads to the following
performance:

Precision(M50/50) = 2.45
2.45+47.55

= 0.049

Recall(M50/50) = 2.45
2.45+2.45

= 0.500

F1(M50/50) = 2 · 0.049·0.500
0.049+0.500

= 0.045

A classi�er (M100/0) that classi�es all text as plagiarism leads to the following perfor-
mance:

Precision(M100/0) = 0.049

Recall(M100/0) = 1

F1(M100/0) = 2 · 0.049·1
0.049+1

= 0.093

To determine which features are useful, the F1-score of each single feature is determined.
These F1-scores are shown in table 5.1. For every bin of p-values of a single feature,
more instances of original chunks than instances of plagiarized chunks are available in
the training data. This is why the p-value of a single feature does not lead to detections
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when a maximum likelihood classi�er (α = 0.5) is used. This leads to an F1-score of 0
for each individual feature.

The full set of features has an F1-score of 0.399, since this is much higher than the
F1-score of a random classi�er, this indicates that the full set of features contains useful
information for plagiarism detection even if the data is highly imbalanced. Table 5.1
also shows the F1-score for a balanced train and validation data. A classi�er classifying
all the data from the balanced data set as plagiarism has an F1-score of F1(M100/0) =
2 · 0.5·1

0.5+1
= 0.667. The F1-scores for the balanced data gives more insight into the

information value of the feature since they are not all zero.

Table 5.1: F1-scores for each individual feature for a balanced and unbalanced data set of 2500 documents
(2/3 train document, 1/3 test document). The F1-scores is based on the number of correctly classi�ed
chunks, where a chunk with more than 50% plagiarism is labeled as plagiarized. The vertical line under
the �rst 5 features indicates which features score better than a classi�er that classi�es all text as plagiarism
for the balanced data set.

# Feature F1-score

(unbalanced) (balanced)

1 Nr. of obs. of each noun 0 0.771

11 Nr. of obs. of each word 0 0.761

16 Nr. of obs. of each special character 0 0.720

2 Nr. of obs. of each verb 0 0.698

6 Nr. of obs. of each adjective 0 0.677

8 Nr. of obs. of each interjection 0 0.661

4 Nr. of characters per word 0 0.645

14 Nr. of words per sentence 0 0.645

3 Nr. of obs. of each pronoun 0 0.636

10 Nr. of obs. of each preposition 0 0.629

7 Nr. of obs. of each adverb 0 0.627

15 Nr. of obs. of each vowel/consonant trigram 0 0.599

5 Nr. of syllables per word 0 0.588

9 Nr. of obs. of each conjunction 0 0.586

12 Nr. of words beginning with vowel versus consonant 0 0.555

17 Nr. of obs. of capitals versus non-capitals 0 0.540

19 Nr. of obs. of spaces versus non-spaces 0 0.508

13 Nr. of obs. of each POS trigram 0 0.421

18 Nr. of obs. of digits versus non-digits 0 0.371

1-19 All features 0.399 0.803
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5.5 Performance measure

The performance of the plagiarism detector has been validated and tested using pre-
cision, recall and a granularity measure [33]. To compare the results to the results
obtained by other researchers [30] a combination of these measures, the plagdet mea-
sure [33], is used. Plagiarism detection often is a trade-o� between recall and precision,
where precision is the ratio between the total of detected text and correctly detected
text, and the recall is the ratio between detected text and the total of plagiarized text.

A detection is unsuccessful if there is no annotation s ∈ S for the detected text r ∈ R,
where S is the set of plagiarism annotations and R is the set of detections. A detection
is successful if r detects s. To be able to measure the precision and recall without
taking into account the length of a plagiarism case, |s|, the precision/recall for each
single detection/annotation, called macro-averaged precision/recall is calculated. The
amount of correctly detected text per annotation r is

∣∣⋃
s∈S(s u r)

∣∣ and the amount of
correctly detected text per detection s is

∣∣⋃
r∈R(s u r)

∣∣, where
s u r =

{
s ∩ r if r detects s

∅ otherwise
(5.4)

The precision of a single detection r is calculated by dividing the amount of correctly
detected text of r by the length of the detection |r|. To determine the total precision,
the precision values of all detections were summed and divided by the total number of
detections (|R|) as de�ned in eq. (5.5).

precmacro(S,R) =
1

|R|
∑
r∈R

|
⋃
s∈S(s u r)|
|r|

(5.5)

The recall of a single annotation s is calculated by dividing the amount of correctly
detected text of s by the length of the annotation |s|. To determine the total recall,
the recall values for all annotations were summed and divided by the total number of
annotations (|S|) as de�ned in eq. (5.6).

recmacro(S,R) =
1

|S|
∑
s∈S

|
⋃
r∈R(s u r)|
|s|

(5.6)

The average of precision and recall is calculated by taking the harmonic mean of both
measures, as de�ned in eq. (5.7).

F1(S,R) = 2 · prec(S,R) · rec(S,R)

prec(S,R) + rec(S,R)
(5.7)
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To prevent multiple detections of one case of plagiarism, the granularity measure was
taken into account. The granularity for a single annotation s is the number of detections,
|Rs|, that cover s. To determine the total granularity, the granularity values for all
annotations were summed and divided by the number of unique plagiarism cases that
are detected (|SR|), as de�ned in eq. (5.8).

gran(S,R) =
1

|SR|
∑
s∈SR

|Rs| (5.8)

where SR ⊆ S are cases detected by detections in R,
SR = {s|s ∈ S ∧ ∃r ∈ R : r detects s},
Rs ⊆ R are the detections of a given s,
Rs = {r|r ∈ R ∧ r detects s}.

If there are ten detections for example, and all of these detections covered only one case
of plagiarism, the granularity will be 10/1 = 10. On the other hand, if there is only
one detection that covers one of 10 cases of plagiarism, the granularity will be 1/1 =
1. If there is only one detection and this detection covers ten cases of plagiarism, the
granularity will be 10/10 = 1.

The plagdet score [30] is a combination of the precision, recall and granularity as de�ned
in eq. (5.9). The logarithm of the granularity is used to decrease the impact of it on the
plagdet score.

plagdet(S,R) =
F1

log2(1 + gran(S,R))
(5.9)

5.6 Performance of random classi�ers

The PAN-PC-11 contains 705,529,834 characters of original text and 43,342,384 charac-
ters of plagiarized text. This means that on average, over all documents, about 6.14%
of the characters of a text is plagiarized. With this information, the recall and precision
on character level of a classi�er that randomly assigns a class to each character with a
probability P (plagiarism) = α can be predicted. This is di�erent from the performance
measured at chunk level since the amount of correctly detected characters is measured
instead of correctly detected chunks that might contain plagiarized as well as original
text. A classi�er (M50/50) that assigns classes with equal chances therefore will theoreti-
cally �nd 3,07% true positives, 3.07% false negatives, 46.93% true negatives and 46.93%
false positives on character level.

This leads to the following performance:
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Precision(M50/50) = 3.07
3.07+46.93

= 0.0614

Recall(M50/50) = 3.07
3.07+3.07

= 0.5

F1(M50/50) = 2 · 0.0614·0.5
0.0614+0.5

= 0.109

A classi�er that classi�es everything as original will result in 0% true positives, 0% false
positives, 6.14% false negatives and 93.86% true negatives. This leads to the following
performance:

Precision(M0/100) = 0
0+46.93

= 0

Recall(M0/100) = 0
0+3.07

= 0

F1(M0/100) = 2 · 0·0
0+0

= 0

A classi�er that classi�es everything as plagiarism will result in 6.14% true positives,
93.86% false positives, 0% false negatives and 0% true negatives. This leads to the
following performance:

Precision(M100/0) = 6.14
6.14+93.86

= 0.0614

Recall(M100/0) = 6.14
6.14+0

= 1

F1(M100/0) = 2 · 0.0614·1
0.0614+1

= 0.116

Table 5.2 shows a summary of the theoretical performances of the three random classi-
�ers.

Table 5.2: Theoretical performance of three random classi�ers

ratio pos./neg.

score 0/100 50/50 100/0

precision 0 0.0614 0.0614

recall 0 0.5 1

F1 0 0.109 0.116

5.7 Performance on the validation data

Figure 5.8a shows the performance for di�erent thresholds when the decision is based
on the actual percentage of plagiarism. It shows the performance of a classi�er that
would have classi�ed all chunks correctly. This is the maximum achievable performance
of the plagiarism detector using non-overlapping chunks of 49 sentences. Chunks that
contain a plagiarism ratio higher than a certain plagiarism ratio threshold are labeled
as plagiarized. As explained in section 4.4, a plagiarism ratio threshold of 50% is used.
Nevertheless, for completeness, the performance of a plagiarism detector trained and
tested on several plagiarism thresholds is shown.
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The �gure shows that the plagdet score is highest (plagdet = 0.52) when chunks with
more than 10% of plagiarism are labeled as plagiarism and the other chunks are labeled
as original. The higher the threshold, the less plagiarism is detected and the lower
the recall. On the other hand, a high threshold ensures that only chunks with a high
predicted plagiarism ratio are detected, leading to a better precision. This way, the
recall and precision are a trade-of which is controlled by the plagiarism ratio threshold.
It is likely that the best F1-score will be achieved for a recall that is just as high as
the precision. Besides the recall and precision, the plagdet score uses the granularity.
Although the granularity can be dependent on the plagiarism ratio threshold, it is more
dependent on the chunk size or method of chunking.

(a) Performance of a classi�er
that would have classi�ed all
chunks of documents 2501-3500
correctly, for di�erent thresholds
of plagiarism ratio.

(b) Performance of the imple-
mentation for di�erent thresh-
olds of plagiarism ratio trained
on document 1-2500, tested on
document 2501-3500.

Fig. 5.8: Performance of the implementation for di�erent thresholds of plagiarism ratio.

Since the goal of this thesis is to predict whether a document contains plagiarism,
the classi�er is tested on documents without providing the plagiarism ratio of chunks.
Figure 5.8b shows the actual performance of the plagiarism detector.

Since it is predicted whether a document contains plagiarism, the performance is lower
than the performance of a classi�er using plagiarism ratio as input. The plagdet scores
of the plagiarism detector are less sensitive to the plagiarism ratio threshold than
the maximum achievable plagdet scores shown in �g. 5.8a. The best plagdet scores
(plagdet = 0.19) are obtained for a plagiarism threshold of 40%-90%. The actual
plagdet score for the theoretically best plagiarism threshold of 10% is slightly worse
(plagdet = 0.17). Since the plagdet score is highest for a plagiarism ratio threshold
of 40% to 90% and for the plagdet score, recall is equally important as precision, the
plagiarism ratio will be set on 50%.

Figure 5.9 illustrates that chunks containing a high percentage of plagiarism are more
often detected than chunks containing a low percentage of plagiarism. This holds for a
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plagiarism detector trained with a plagiarism threshold of 20% as well as for a plagiarism
detector trained with a plagiarism threshold of 50%.

Fig. 5.9: Recall of a classi�er trained with a plagiarism threshold of respectively 20% and 50% on 2500
documents. The recall is determined for several ratios of plagiarism. The group of 0-10%, for example,
are chunks containing more than 0% plagiarism and less or equal as 10% plagiarism. The recall in this
case measures the ratio of chunks (not the ratio of characters) that were detected.

5.8 Performance on test data

The performance of the implementation as described in chapter 4 is tested with another
subset of the data to avoid over�tting to the validation data due to model selection.
The performance of the implementation will be compared to existing intrinsic plagiarism
detectors but �rst, the performance of a random classi�er will be determined.

The plagdet score obtained with a plagiarism threshold of 50% plagiarism is shown in
blue in table 5.3. The performance (plagdet = 0.21) is better than a random classi�er
(plagdetM100/0

= 0.116 for a granularity of 1). The plagdet score is also higher than
the best performing plagiarism detector of PAN'09 which is shown in gray in table 5.3.
The performance is worse than the best implementation of PAN'11, but better than the
other contestants of PAN'11, which are shown in black in table 5.3.

294 of the 1000 documents from the test set of document 3500-4500 of PAN-PC-11 did
not contain more than 3 chunks, and thus were not processed. This is negative for the
recall of the plagiarism detector. Removing the documents that were shorter than 3
chunks led to a plagdet score of 0.23.
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Table 5.3: Performances of our intrinsic plagiarism detector (in blue), the intrinsic plagiarism detectors
of PAN'11 (in black) [30] and the best performing intrinsic plagiarism detector of PAN'09 (in gray).

implementation:

score: this study [25] [42] [19] [1] [36]

plagdet 0.21 0.33 0.19 0.17 0.08 0.07

precision 0.22 0.31 0.14 0.11 0.07 0.08

recall 0.21 0.34 0.41 0.43 0.13 0.11

granularity 1.03 1.00 1.21 1.03 1.05 1.48

Since the complete PAN-PC-11 was used as test data for the competition of 2011, we
also determined the performance of our implementation trained on 400 documents of
PAN-PC-09 and tested on all 4753 documents of PAN-PC-11. The results are shown
in table 5.4. The plagdet score and granularity are unchanged, the precision is a little
lower and the recall is a little higher compared to the plagiarism detector trained on
3500 documents of PAN-PC-2011.

Table 5.4: Plagdet score on the complete PAN-PC-11, 400 train documents from PAN-PC-09 for a
plagiarism ratio threshold of 50%.

implementation:

score: this study

plagdet 0.21

precision 0.20

recall 0.23

granularity 1.03

The second best performance indicates that the implementation is good compared to
the other implementations of PAN'11, but not good enough yet to outperform the best
implementation. In the next chapter, it will be tried to improve the performance by
exploring alternative implementations where parts of the implementation are adapted.
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Chapter 6

Alternatives

6.1 Methods

Instead of a chunk size of 49 sentences, a smaller chunk size might be used. Furthermore,
parts of the implementation could be interchanged with other (more computationally
intensive) alternatives which might lead to better results. Apart from the chunk size,
which is already discussed in several sections, alternatives are explained in the following
sections.

6.1.1 Permutation test of a chunk versus a document

Instead of asymptotic approximation of the p-values using a theoretical distribution
(e.g. χ2-test, KS-test), exact tests (e.g. Fisher`s exact test [7], Permutation test [6]) can
be used to determine the p-values. The permutation test is explained using an example
on word length.

The �rst step of a permutation test is determining the test statistic of the two samples
of interest. Because word length is a discrete feature, the KS-test statistic, D, is used
as test statistic. As an example, assume that the KS-test (see section 4.3.1) resulted
in the test statistic D = 0.03 for the di�erence in the word length of a chunk and the
rest of the document. Di�erent from the regular KS-test, this value is not converted to
a probability using a distribution table. Instead, the two samples are pooled, and two
new samples with equal sizes to the original samples are created using simple random
sampling. Next, the test statistic of these two samples is determined. This is done
for all possible permutations of the two samples, which leads to a distribution of test
statistics, for example as shown in �g. 6.1.
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Fig. 6.1: Word length histogram of a Monte-Carlo KS-test

The probability that the test statistic exceeds a certain value (�g. 6.2) is, in contrary to
a regular statistical test, derived from the actual data of �g. 6.1 instead of a theoretical
distribution. This probability can be plotted by an empirical cumulative distribution
function as de�ned in eq. (4.2). For the value of D = 0.03, the probability P (D >
0.03) = 0.40, as shown in �g. 6.2.

Fig. 6.2: ECDF plot of the D-statistic of a KS-test.

When two samples are samples from the same population, there is a low probability
that the test statistic of the two samples are extreme, compared to the simple random
samples. When the two samples are samples from a di�erent population, the probability
on an extreme test statistic of the samples is higher, leading to lower p-values. Because
we compare the test statistic of the two samples to the test statistics of the simple
random samples, assumption 6.1.1 has to be made.

Assumption 6.1.1. The observations are exchangeable under the null hypothesis (i.e. the
null hypothesis of the test speci�es that the permutations are all equally likely)
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This assumption is not likely for single feature values like word-classes (e.g. verbs,
nouns), as the permutations do not take into account the grammar of a language. The
null hypothesis in that case states that the probability of the presence of two samples
of word-classes that could lead to grammatically correct sentences is equally likely as
the presence of two samples of word-classes that could not lead to grammatically cor-
rect sentences. Because the grammar of the language is caught in the sentences, the
observations we use are sentences. In that case, we assume that for the null hypothesis,
all permutations of sentences assigned to the two samples are equally likely. Rejection
of the null hypothesis indicates writing style or content changes.

A disadvantage of a permutation test is that it is computationally intensive because the
test statistic has to be determined for all permutations. This is why we approximate
the exact p-value by determining the test statistic for only a random subset of all
permutations (Monte-Carlo simulation).

6.1.2 Comparisons of a chunk versus other chunks

Instead of comparing chunks to the rest of the document, chunks can be compared to
other chunks.

When a document contains plagiarism and chunks are compared to the document, they
are compared to a mix of plagiarized and original text. As illustrated in �g. 3.5, smaller
parts of text are less likely to contain a mix of plagiarized and original text. Therefore,
comparing chunks to other chunks might lead to sharper contrasts in similarity between
chunks containing plagiarized text and chunks containing original text. When assump-
tion 3.2.1 (less than 50% of the document is plagiarized) is adopted, it is likely that
more than 50% of the chunks consist of original text. This implies that the comparison
of a chunk that consists of original text to the other chunks of the document results in
high p-values for more than 50% of the chunks. In contrary, the comparison of a chunk
that consists of plagiarized text to the other chunks of the document, results in high
p-values only for the plagiarized chunk written by that author, which is less than 50%
of the chunks. Because one chunk is compared to all other chunks of that document,
multiple p-values are obtained. Assuming that less than 50% of the chunks of a doc-
ument consist of plagiarism, we can assume that the p-value that is the median of all
the p-values of the chunks belongs to a chunk that does not contain plagiarism. When
we compare an original chunk to the other chunks of that document, we expect this
median to have a high value (original versus original). When we compare a plagiarized
chunk to the other chunks of that document, we expect this median to have a low value
(plagiarism versus original). This approach is computationally intensive.
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6.1.3 Sliding window approach

Another approach that was tested is a sliding window approach where the classi�cation
of a sentence is based on the probability of the chunk containing that sentence in its
middle. The sliding window of one sentence and a chunk size of 7 sentences could lead
to a result as shown in �g. 6.3. The sentence numbers that exceed the threshold will be
classi�ed as plagiarized. This way, the value of one sentence is not only based on its own
values, but also on the values of the adjacent sentences. Using chunks of n sentences
results in a smoothing of the predicted plagiarism percentage over n sentences, making
it hard to �nd the exact location of plagiarism. Chunks of one sentence, however, lead
to feature distributions that are probably not distinct enough, resulting in high p-values
for original as well as plagiarized text.

Fig. 6.3: Overlap for a chunk size of 7 sentences. Each block represents a sentence. The gray boxes are
the sentences belonging to the chunk that is compared. The dark gray box indicates the sentence number
to which the result of the comparison is assigned to.

6.1.4 Regression

Instead of calculating the probability that a chunk is plagiarized, the ratio of plagiarism
within a chunk can be predicted based on the similarity values of the features. Because
the p-values represent probabilities, they have a value 0 ≤ p ≤ 1. Once the model is
trained, it is used to predict the plagiarism ratio for new data. Whether the predicted
plagiarism ratio is large enough to state that it is plagiarized text is tested using the
training data. A threshold on predicted plagiarism ratio is de�ned so that the best
performance is obtained for the training data. This threshold is used as threshold for
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the predicted plagiarism ratio of new data. This way, chunks with a probability that
exceed the threshold are classi�ed as plagiarized.

To make a classi�cation based on the similarity values obtained, a model of plagiarism
ratio is built on the p-values together with the plagiarism ratio of training data. The
model is built using ε-support vector regression (ε-SVR) [41, 15].

ε-SVR is used to plot a function with a speci�ed maximum error, ε, on the training data.
In our case, this will be a function of plagiarism percentage based on the similarity values
of the features with a maximum error of ε percent plagiarism on the training data.
Figure 6.4 shows some data points (stars), which are regressed by a linear function,
f(x) = 〈w, x〉 + b, where 〈w, x〉 is the dot product of vector w and vector x. Instead
of �nding the overall best �t for all cases, an error of ε is allowed. This means that
the di�erence between an instance yi and the regressed function f(x) may not be larger
than ε. This leads to the constraints of eq. (6.1). The region between f(x) − ε and
f(x) + ε is called the ε-tube. Since errors that are smaller than, or equal to ε are seen
as unimportant, the train instances that lie within the tube are not used as support
vectors. This makes it easier to �nd a good solution to the regression problem.

Fig. 6.4: Support vector regression. Figure copied from http://www.saedsayad.com/support_vector_

machine_reg.htm; visited on: 2/25/2015.

f(x) ≥ yi − ε, thus yi − 〈w, xi〉 − b ≤ ε

f(x) ≤ yi + ε, thus 〈w, xi〉+ b− yi ≤ ε
(6.1)

Because the regressed function should not �t all data points but should �t the general
trend of the data to avoid over�tting. According to Occam's razor, easier solutions are
preferred compared to more complex solutions [9]. Accordingly, to prevent over�tting,
a �at function is preferred by minimizing the following term:

1

2
||w||2 (6.2)

The solid line in �g. 6.4, represents the regressed function of the SVR based on the
feature vectors outside the ε margin. Because it may not be possible to regress a linear
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line that lies entirely within the ε margin, one might allow training data outside the ε
margin, while trying to minimize it. This can be accomplished by using a soft margin
that allows a larger error than ε while not ignoring the error that exceeds ε. This is done
by introducing slack variables ξ− and ξ+, which measure by how much the constraints
of eq. (6.1) are met. This leads to the constraints of eq. (6.3).

f(x) ≥ yi − ε+ ξ−i , thus yi − 〈w, xi〉 − b ≤ ε+ ξ−i
f(x) ≤ yi + ε+ ξ+i , thus 〈w, xi〉+ b− yi ≤ ε+ ξ+i

(6.3)

The smaller the values of slack variables, the better the constraint is met. Therefore,
small slack variable values are preferred by minimizing the following term:

∑
i

(ξ−i + ξ+i ) (6.4)

The slack variables are de�ned as the distance exceeding ε penalized by a linear loss
function as de�ned in eq. (6.5), plotted in �g. 6.5.

ξ =

{
0 for |f(x)− y| ≤ ε

|f(x)− y| − ε otherwise
(6.5)

Fig. 6.5: ε-insensitive loss function. Figure adapted by author from [27].

The preference of �atness and the preference of small values for the slack variables is a
trade-o�. Terms eq. (6.2) and eq. (6.4) are combined in a series eq. (6.6), where C > 0
is a constant regulating the relative weight of the slack variables versus the �atness.
Minimizing the series eq. (6.6) with the constraints of eq. (6.3) leads to a function that
depends only on the data points outside the ε region. These data points are called the
support vectors.

1

2
||w||2 + C

∑
i

(ξ−i + ξ+i ) (6.6)
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For a non-linear regression function, the input space can be mapped to a more dimen-
sional space. For example by a transformation φ:

R2 → R3

(x1, x2) 7→ (z1, z2, z3) = (x21,
√

2x1x2, x
2
2)

(6.7)

The transformation function φ is called the kernel [41]. Figure 6.6 shows a transforma-
tion of 2-dimensional data for categorical data using transformation eq. (6.7). Regular
support vector machines are used to classify instances by creating decision boundaries.
The classi�cation of an instance is dependent on the region an instance is located in.
Instead of creating regions, with support vector regression, one searches for a function
describing the continuous y-values of the data. The challenge is to �nd the kernel φ
that makes the function to regress a linear one (see �g. 6.7) [41] .

Fig. 6.6: Transformation of two-dimensional data by applying transformation eq. (6.7) to make the data
linearly separable. Figure copied from http://www.cs.berkeley.edu/~jordan/courses/281B-spring04/

lectures/lec3.pdf; visited on: 2/25/2015.
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Fig. 6.7: Transformation of non-linear data to make the function linear. Figure copied from http:

//www.saedsayad.com/support_vector_machine_reg.htm; visited on: 2/25/2015.

6.2 Results

The in�uence of the adaptations, as described in section 6.1, on the performance will
be tested by applying the adaptations as described in chapter 4 one by one.

6.2.1 Chunk size

The smaller the chunk size, the more precise the location and length of a plagiarism case
can be determined. This means that for a perfect classi�er it holds that the smaller the
chunk size, the better the performance. This corresponds with the measured plagdet
scores for the perfect classi�er shown in �g. 6.8.
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Fig. 6.8: Plagdet score of a classi�er that would have classi�ed all chunks of documents 201-300 correctly,
for di�erent thresholds of plagiarism ratio. The blue line indicates the plagdet score of the classi�er using
non-overlapping chunks of 49 sentences, the red line indicates the plagdet score of the classi�er using
non-overlapping chunks of 15 sentences.

The question is whether a small chunk size also leads to better performance when
a classi�er is not perfect. Smaller chunks might have less stable feature distributions,
making misclassi�cation more likely. This is illustrated in �g. 6.9 where the performance
of the classi�er using chunks of 15 sentences is almost equal to the performance of a
classi�er using chunks of 49 sentences.
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Fig. 6.9: Plagdet score of a classi�er trained on document 1-200 and tested on document 201-300 for
di�erent thresholds of plagiarism ratio for di�erent thresholds of plagiarism ratio. The blue line indi-
cates the plagdet score of the basic implementation, the red line indicates the plagdet score of the basic
implementation with an adapted chunk size of 15 sentences.

6.2.2 Permutation test of a chunk versus a document

As mentioned in section 4.3, the p-values obtained by a regular statistical test might be
invalid for our data. An exact statistical test as described in section 6.1.1 might be more
valid. The question is whether the p-values produced by an exact statistical test are
more useful for the classi�cation of plagiarism. Figure 6.9 shows that the performance
of a classi�er using Monte-Carlo is higher than for a classi�er using a regular statistical
test for most threshold values. Monte-Carlo sampling of the p-values is computationally
intensive but since it might increase performance it is an interesting alternative to regular
statistical tests. Determining whether the performance gain also holds for larger data
sets is beyond the scope of this study.
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Fig. 6.10: Plagdet score for di�erent thresholds of plagiarism ratio (200 train documents, 100 validation
documents). The blue line indicates the plagdet score of the basic implementation, the red line indicates
the plagdet score of the basic implementation with a permutation test instead of a regular statistical test.

6.2.3 Comparisons of a chunk versus other chunks

As mentioned in section 6.1.2, comparing chunks to each other might lead to better
performance than comparing chunks to the rest of the document. Figure 6.11 shows
that the performance is lower for most plagiarism ratio thresholds when chunks are
compared to other chunks the way it is described in section 6.1.2. The lower performance
might be caused by more instability of the feature distributions. Small samples might
lead to unstable feature distributions. When a chunk is compared to the document,
there is only one chunk in the comparison that might be unstable. For chunk-to-chunk
comparison, there are two (possibly unstable) chunks that are compared, which might
lead to more variation in similarity values.
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Fig. 6.11: Plagdet score for di�erent thresholds of plagiarism ratio (200 train documents, 100 validation
documents). The blue line indicates the plagdet score of the basic implementation, the red line indicates
the plagdet score of the basic implementation with a chunk-versus-chunk comparison method instead of
a chunk-versus-document method.

6.2.4 Sliding window approach

Since non-overlapping chunks of 49 sentences could not lead to detections smaller than 49
sentences, the performance of a classi�er using overlapping chunks is tested. A sliding
window with a size of 49 sentences and an interval of 1 sentence was used to detect
whether the 25th sentence within the chunk is plagiarized, as described in section 6.1.3.
This way, the chunk size is still large, but the detections can be as small as one sentence.
The dotted lines in �g. 6.12 show that the theoretical performance of the detector is not
improved by the adaptation.
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Fig. 6.12: Plagdet score for di�erent thresholds of plagiarism ratio (200 train documents, 100 validation
documents). The blue line indicates the plagdet score of the basic implementation, the red line indicates
the plagdet score of the basic implementation with a sliding window approach instead of using non-
overlapping chunks. The dashed lines show the theoretical optimal performances and the solid lines show
the actual performances.

Because small detections are made, the probability on having multiple observations per
plagiarized passage is increased compared to larger detections. This leads to an increase
in granularity as visible in �g. 6.13.
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Fig. 6.13: Granularity for di�erent thresholds of plagiarism ratio (200 train documents, 100 validation
documents). The blue line indicates the plagdet score of the basic implementation, the red line indicates
the plagdet score of the basic implementation with a sliding window approach instead of using non-
overlapping chunks

6.2.5 Regression

The structure of the Bayesian network is a Naive Bayes network (i.e. all features are
independent from each other, and the class is dependent on all features). Other (locally
and global) learned structures with more than one parent were tested for several quality
measures (e.g. Bayes, BDeu, MDL) but in general those Bayesian networks performed
worse.

Instead of a binary Bayes' classi�er predicting whether text is plagiarized, regression
could be used to make a model of plagiarism ratio based on the input. This way, a con-
tinuous output function is learned from continuous input. Once the ratio of plagiarism
of a chunk is predicted, it is determined whether the ratio exceeds a certain threshold.
ε-SVR using an RBF kernel with a degree of 3 and ε = 5 is used for the regression.
Table 6.1 shows the plagdet scores for di�erent settings of the γ and the cost-parameter,
C. The table shows that the best plagdet score is obtained for γ = 1 and C = 1000.

Table 6.1: Plagdet score for for a plagiarism ratio threshold of 20% for di�erent settings of the SVR model
(200 train documents, 100 validation documents).

C = 10 C = 100 C = 1000 C = 10000

γ = 0.1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

γ = 1 0.03 0.13 0.14 0.13

γ = 10 0.03 0.09 0.09 0.09

γ = 100 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.02
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Figure 6.14 shows the performance of Support Vector Regression on the features (kernel =
rbf, degree = 3, γ = 1, C = 1000). The performance of the plagiarism detector using
the SVR method is lower than the detector using the Bayes' classi�er.

Fig. 6.14: Plagdet score for di�erent thresholds of plagiarism ratio (200 train documents, 100 validation
documents). The blue line indicates the plagdet score of the basic implementation, the red line indicates
the plagdet score of the basic implementation with SVR instead of Bayesian classi�cation.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion & Future work

We investigated how well feature distributions lend itselves for plagiarism detection;
whether we can �nd a measure that is well suited for feature distribution-based intrin-
sic plagiarism detection; with the goal to create a feature distribution based intrinsic
plagiarism detector with comparable performance as other intrinsic plagiarism detec-
tors. With a plagdet score of 0.21, our feature distribution-based intrinsic plagiarism
detector scored second best compared to the implementations of PAN'11.

The �rst unique element of this study's plagiarism detector was the creation of feature
distributions. Feature distributions have the advantage that the shape or frequency
ratios can be measured. As illustrated in �g. 1.2 this might contain more author speci�c
information than single feature values, but as illustrated in �g. 1.3 it probably needs
more observations to become stable.

How well does the use of feature distributions lend itself for plagiarism de-

tection?

The results of an analysis of the feature distributions of chunks of 49 sentences within one
document suggest that features show less variation between chunks of original text than
between chunks of plagiarized text. Furthermore, it suggests that the average feature
distribution of chunks of original text di�er from the average feature distribution of
chunks of plagiarized text for some features. This suggests that the feature distributions
of chunks are author speci�c. Whether it can be used to detect plagiarism depends
on the way text is compared to other text. Since unstable feature distributions of
small chunks are an important performance limiting factor for our implementation, an
extensive analysis of the features could lead to better performance.

To measure the di�erence in feature distributions computationally, the di�erence be-
tween feature distributions is de�ned by a similarity measure.

Can we de�ne a similarity measure that is well suited for feature distribution-

based intrinsic plagiarism detection?

For the comparison of nominal feature distributions, a χ2-test of homogeneity, and
for the comparison of discrete feature distributions a KS-test was applied. Feature
distributions of non-overlapping chunks of 49 sentences were compared to the feature
distribution of the rest of the document. As illustrated in �g. 1.2, feature distributions
with less observations are more likely to deviate from the population. The p-values
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resulting from the statistical tests indicate the chance that the feature distribution of
a chunk comes from a similar population as the feature distribution of the rest of the
document, taking into account the number of observations, while many implementations
do not. Since the probability values of all features lie within the range of zero to one,
they do not have to be normalized. Nevertheless, non-statistical (dis)similarity measures
dominate the �eld of intrinsic plagiarism detection [42, 25].

Figure 5.7 illustrates that the average p-value obtained with the statistical test, tends
to be higher when a chunk of original text is compared to the rest of the document
than when a chunk with plagiarized text is compared to the rest of the document. This
implies that the feature distributions of chunks of original text show more similarity to
the rest of the document than the feature distributions of chunks of plagiarized text.
For original as well as plagiarized text, the variation in p-values is large, indicating that
the similarity measure is not very robust to variation in feature distributions between
a single author. The large variation in p-values might be caused by our similarity
measure that assumes that original samples from a document can be seen as a random
sample from the same population as the rest of the document. First of all, the rest
of the document can contain a mix of original and plagiarized text, which makes the
assumption invalid. Second of all, language contains structure and therefore cannot be
simply seen as a random sample from a population. Besides violating the assumption,
the data is not perfect for the used statistical test. The KS-test is not ideal for discrete
data and the χ2-test is not ideal for features with few observations. Permutation tests
might be used to obtain more valid p-values.

Nevertheless, di�erences are measured between chunks of original text and chunks of
plagiarized text, which is important for our plagiarism detector. Whether these di�er-
ences are su�cient for plagiarism detection depends on the data set and the classi�er,
which brings us to the main research question:

Is it feasible to create a feature distribution based intrinsic plagiarism de-

tector with comparable performance as other intrinsic plagiarism detectors?

The current study shows that the individual probability values were not informative for
detection of plagiarism in the corpus of PAN'11. An important reason is the highly im-
balanced number of chunks containing plagiarized text versus chunks containing original
text. When the probabilities were combined in a Bayesian network, they were infor-
mative for detection of plagiarism in the corpus of PAN'11. The set of all features
resulted in a plagiarism detector with a performance that was better than the perfor-
mance of a classi�er randomly assigning a class with a certain probability. With an
obtained score of plagdet = 0.21, the present implementation would have scored second
best in PAN'11, proving that the probability values that two samples originate from the
same population are useful for intrinsic plagiarism detection. The comparison of feature
distributions using a statistical test is uncommon in intrinsic plagiarism detection but
could give valuable insight into plagiarism.

As illustrated in �g. 5.8a, our implementation with a chunk size of 49 sentences has a
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maximum achievable performance of plagdet = 0.34. The smaller the chunk size of our
implementation, the higher the maximum achievable plagdet score. To obtain a plagdet
score that is higher than 0.34, further research on the plagiarism detector of this study
should focus on decreasing the chunk size, while maintaining feature distributions that
are stable and unique per author. Apart from a smaller chunk size, a variable chunk size
might also help to better detect the exact location of plagiarized text. As illustrated in
�g. 6.10, exact statistical tests possibly increase the performance. Our our explorative
implementations of a sliding window approach, chunk-to-chunk comparison, and support
vector regression were not successful. For better performance using support vector
regression it might be necessary to include more features or non-linear combinations of
features.

In conclusion, a new method of intrinsic plagiarism detection was introduced. The main
innovation of this new method is the comparison of feature distributions using a sta-
tistical test. The performance of the unique plagiarism detector of the current study
is second best compared to the performance of the implementations of PAN'11. With
the use of feature distributions, well-known statistical tests, and a transparent classi-
�er, the implementation is certainly not a black box. Intrinsic plagiarism detectors, in
contrary to external plagiarism detectors, do not need a database of documents. The
performance of the current plagiarism detectors however are low compared to exter-
nal plagiarism detection. Features that have stable and unique distributions for small
chunks are needed to achieve better performance with our implementation. Although
current intrinsic plagiarism detectors might not be optimal for plagiarism detection
of students' work, our implementation might be useful to detect narrative techniques
within a text, where large parts of text di�er in style (e.g. change in grammatical tense,
change in point-of-view). Since the present study focused mainly on the methods, it is
very interesting what performance gain can be achieved with optimized features.
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Appendix A

Example document containing

plagiarism

"When the fight of grace is fought --

When the marriage vest is wrought --

When Faith hath chased cold Doubt away ,

And Hope but sickens at delay --

"When Charity , imprisoned here ,

Longs for a more expanded sphere ,

Doff thy robes of sin and clay;

Christian , rise , and come away."

The strain was solemn and affecting , sustained as it was by the

pathetic warble of a voice

which had naturally been a fine one , and which weakness , if it

diminished its power , had improved

in softness. Archibald , though a follower of the court , and a

pococurante by profession , was

confused , if not affected; the dairy -maid blubbered; and Jeanie

felt the tears rise spontaneously

to her eyes. Even the nurse , accustomed to all modes in which the

spirit can pass , seemed considerably

moved.

The patient was evidently growing weaker , as was intimated by an

apparent difficulty of breathing ,

which seized her from time to time , and by the utterance of low

listless moans , intimating

that nature was succumbing in the last conflict. But the spirit

of melody , which must originally

have so strongly possessed this unfortunate young woman , seemed ,

at every interval of ease ,

to triumph over her pain and weakness. And it was remarkable that

there could always be traced

in her songs something appropriate , though perhaps only obliquely
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or collaterally so, to her

present situation. Her next seemed the fragment of some old

ballad:

"Cauld is my bed , Lord Archibald ,

And sad my sleep of sorrow;

But thine sall be as sad and cauld ,

My fause true -love! to-morrow.

"And weep ye not , my maidens free ,

Though death your mistress borrow;

For he for whom I die to-day

Shall die for me to-morrow ."

Again she changed the tune to one wilder , less monotonous , and

less regular.

Her voice died away with the last notes , and she fell into a

slumber , from which the experienced

attendant assured them that she never would awake at all , or only

in the death agony.

Dear me, but this be awful! I have come to tell ye that seven of

your pet sheep have escaped drowning

in the water; for Corrie , sae quiet and sae gentle yestreen , is

rolling and dashing frae bank to

bank this morning. Dear me, woman , dinna let the loss of the

world 's gear bereave ye of your

senses.

I would rather make ye a present of a dozen mug -ewes of the

Tinwald

brood myself; and now I think on 't, if ye'll send over Elphin , I

will help him hame with them in the gloaming myself.

So, Phemie , woman , be comforted.'

"At the mention of her brother 's

name she cried out , 'Where is he?

Oh, where is he?' gazed

wildly round , and , shuddering from head

to foot , fell senseless on the floor.

It was in vain that Jeanie protested

against any

delay. The Duke of Argyle 's man of confidence was of course
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consequential; and as he had been

bred to the medical profession in his youth (at least he used

this expression to describe his

having , thirty years before , pounded for six months in the mortar

of old Mungo Mangleman , the

surgeon at Greenock), he was obstinate whenever a matter of

health was in question.

In this case he discovered febrile symptoms , and having once made

a happy application of that

learned phrase to Jeanie 's case , all farther resistance became in

vain; and she was glad to

acquiesce , and even to go to bed , and drink water -gruel , in order

that she might possess her

soul in quiet and without interruption.

Mr. Archibald was equally attentive in another particular. He

observed that the execution of

the old woman , and the miserable fate of her daughter , seemed to

have had a more powerful effect

upon Jeanie 's mind , than the usual feelings of humanity might

naturally have been expected

to occasion. Yet she was obviously a strong -minded , sensible

young woman , and in no respect

subject to nervous affections; and therefore Archibald , being

ignorant of any special connection

between his master 's prote 'ge'e and these unfortunate persons ,

excepting that she had seen

Madge formerly in Scotland , naturally imputed the strong

impression these events had made upon

her , to her associating them with the unhappy circumstances in

which her sister had so lately

stood. He became anxious , therefore , to prevent anything

occurring which might recall these

associations to Jeanie 's mind.

Archibald had speedily an opportunity of exercising this

precaution. A pedlar brought to Longtown

that evening , amongst other wares , a large broad -side sheet ,

giving an account of the "Last

Speech and Execution of Margaret Murdockson , and of the barbarous

Murder of her Daughter , Magdalene

or Madge Murdockson , called Madge Wildfire; and of her pious

conversation with his Reverence

Archdeacon Fleming ;" which authentic publication had apparently

taken place on the day they
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left Carlisle , and being an article of a nature peculiarly

acceptable to such country -folk

as were within hearing of the transaction , the itinerant

bibliopolist had forthwith added them

to his stock in trade. He found a merchant sooner than he

expected; for Archibald , much applauding

his own prudence , purchased the whole lot for two shillings and

ninepence; and the pedlar ,

delighted with the profit of such a wholesale transaction ,

instantly returned to Carlisle to

supply himself with more.

The considerate Mr. Archibald was about to commit his whole

purchase to the flames , but it

was rescued by the yet more considerate dairy -damsel , who said ,

very prudently , it was a pity

to waste so much paper , which might crepe hair , pin up bonnets ,

and serve many other useful

purposes; and who promised to put the parcel into her own trunk ,

and keep it carefully out

of the sight of Mrs. Jeanie Deans: "Though , by-the -bye , she had

no great notion of folk being

so very nice. Mrs. Deans might have had enough to think about the

gallows all this time to

endure a sight of it, without all this to-do about it."

Archibald reminded the dame of the dairy of the Duke 's particular

charge , that they should

be attentive and civil to Jeanie as also that they were to part

company soon , and consequently

would not be doomed to observing any one 's health or temper

during the rest of the journey.

With which answer Mrs. Dolly Dutton was obliged to hold herself

satisfied. On the morning they

resumed their journey , and prosecuted it successfully , travelling

through Dumfriesshire and

part of Lanarkshire , until they arrived at the small town of

Rutherglen , within about four

miles of Glasgow. Here an express brought letters to Archibald

from the principal agent of

the Duke of Argyle in Edinburgh.

He said nothing of their contents that evening; but when they

were seated in the carriage the

next day , the faithful squire informed Jeanie , that he had

received directions from the Duke 's
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factor , to whom his Grace had recommended him to carry her , if

she had no objection , for a

stage or two beyond Glasgow. Some temporary causes of discontent

had occasioned tumults in

that city and the neighbourhood , which would render it

unadvisable for Mrs. Jeanie Deans to

travel alone and unprotected betwixt that city and Edinburgh;

whereas , by going forward a little

farther , they would meet one of his Grace 's subfactors , who was

coming down from the Highlands

to Edinburgh with his wife , and under whose charge she might

journey with comfort and in safety.

Jeanie remonstrated against this arrangement. We had an exquisite

from St Mary Hall , a pea -coated

Brazenose boatman , a philosophical water -drinker and union -

debater from Balliol , and a two bottle

man from Christ Church. When we first met , it was like oil and

water; it seemed as if we might

be churned together for a century , and never coalesce: but in

time , like punch -making , it turned

out that the very heterogeneousness of the ingredients was the

zest of the compound.

I had never heard of such a place as Glyndewi , nor had I an idea

how to get there.

The groom of the chambers exchanged a look with his female

companion , which seemed so full

of meaning , that Jeanie screamed aloud --"O Mr. Archibald --Mrs.

Dutton , if ye ken of onything

that has happened at Saint Leonard 's, for God 's sake --for pity 's

sake , tell me, and dinna keep

me in suspense !"

"I really know nothing , Mrs. Deans ," said the groom of the

chambers.

"And I--I--I am sure , I knows as little ," said the dame of the

dairy , while some communication

seemed to tremble on her lips , which , at a glance of Archibald 's

eye , she appeared to swallow

down , and compressed her lips thereafter into a state of extreme

and vigilant firmness , as

if she had been afraid of its bolting out before she was aware.

Jeanie saw there was to be something concealed from her , and it
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was only the repeated assurances

of Archibald that her father --her sister --all her friends were ,

as far as he knew , well and

happy , that at all pacified her alarm. From such respectable

people as those with whom she

travelled she could apprehend no harm , and yet her distress was

so obvious , that Archibald ,

as a last resource , pulled out , and put into her hand , a slip of

paper , on which these words

were written:--

"Jeanie Deans --You will do me a favour by going with Archibald

and my female domestic a day 's

journey beyond Glasgow , and asking them no questions , which will

greatly oblige your friend ,

'Argyle & Greenwich.'"

Although this laconic epistle , from a nobleman to whom she was

bound by such inestimable obligations ,

silenced all Jeanie 's objections to the proposed route , it rather

added to than diminished

the eagerness of her curiosity. The proceeding to Glasgow seemed

now no longer to be an object

with her fellow -travellers. "As the traveller continued to gaze ,

the figure suddenly rose , and ,

wringing the rain from her long locks , paced round and round the

tree , chanting in a wild and melancholy

manner an equally wild and delirious song.

THE FAIRY OAK OF CORRIEWATER.

"You are not for gaun intill Glasgow then?" said Jeanie , as she

observed that the drivers made

no motion for inclining their horses ' heads towards the ancient

bridge , which was then the

only mode of access to St. Mungo 's capital.

"No ," replied Archibald; "there is some popular commotion , and as

our Duke is in opposition

to the court , perhaps we might be too well received; or they

might take it in their heads to

remember that the Captain of Carrick came down upon them with his

Highlandmen in the time of

Shawfield 's mob in 1725, and then we would be too ill received .*

And , at any rate , it is best
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for us, and for me in particular , who may be supposed to possess

his Grace 's mind upon many

particulars , to leave the good people of the Gorbals to act

according to their own imaginations ,

without either provoking or encouraging them by my presence ."

* In 1725, there was a great riot in Glasgow on account of the

malt -tax. Among the troops brought

in to restore order , was one of the independent companies of

Highlanders levied in Argyleshire ,

and distinguished , in a lampoon of the period , as "Campbell of

Carrick and his Highland thieves ."

It was called Shawfield 's Mob , because much of the popular

violence was directed against Daniel

Campbell , Esq. of Shawfield , M. P., Provost of the town.

To reasoning of such tone and consequence Jeanie had nothing to

reply , although it seemed to

her to contain fully as much self -importance as truth.
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